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Abstract 
Today it is just as important to understand the content on social media platforms as the 

technology that are being used. With the help of technology the content does not need to be 

just words but can also be anything from videos to simple symbols. Taboo subjects like dick-

pics are often swept under the rug as being too offensive to talk about. But if technology is to 

keep up with the content even the sensitive subjects need to be understood. Since anyone can 

send anything to anyone it is important to show how different people react. If the sender of a 

dick-pic thinks it is amusing, it is important to tell how the receiver may react. It can be a 

self-representation to send a dick-pic, just to show a new or a hidden side of oneself. It can 

also be a way to exercise power over another person as well as harassing the receiver with a 

sexual picture. But a dick-pic could also be just a joke sent to someone and a way of 

communicating with friends. This is a quantitative research with 120 participants answering 

a questionnaire which focused on sending and receiving dick-pics and the reason and 

reaction of sending dick-pics online. The study showed three main reasons for sending dick-

pics and the reasons were categorised as following: language online, self-representation and 

power structures. 

  
Keywords: Social media, self-representation, language online, power structures, Dick-pics 

1. Introduction 

In 2016 the artist Whitney Bell made headlines with her exhibition titled “I Didn’t Ask for This: 

A Lifetime of Dick Pics” (DAZED, 2016). The artist Whitney Bell wanted to show the sexuality 

and harassments of the digital age. This she did by creating a home environment where over 

150 dick-pics were placed as art on the walls. The exhibition was of dick-pics collected by 

Witney Bell. The pictures had been sent by people online. 

When the Swedish handballer Linnéa Claeson got tired of getting harassed through social 

media she decided to start an Instagram account called @Assholesonline (Brenning, 2017). 

Through this account she posted pictures and writings men had sent to her, including dick-

pics. 

The dick-pic has become a popular subject overall in media today and it has caused a 

discussion on the subject of dick-pics. In British GQ you can read about how to take the perfect 

dick-pic. They give tips about how to find a good composition and they remind the 

photographer to think about the background, to make it look clean in your home before taking 

the photo. British GQ (Myers, 2016) do remind the sender that the photo will be exposed to 

everyone, so think about all this before sending it. 

An article in New York Post (Licea, 2017) reports that men are using the application Airdrop 

to send dick-pics to strangers on the subway. Airdrop is an application that gives people with 

Apple products a chance to share data with other Apple users, similar to Bluetooth. People 

receiving these anonymous dick-pics described to New Yorker Post that the feeling of receiving 

a dick-pic is like someone is flashing for them. 

BBC Three (2016) reported in an article about a woman that reviews dick-pics. Men pay her 

about 10 dollars to get her point of view on their dick-pic. Some can even get posted on her 
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own website if the pictures are good enough. The woman’s goal is to give feedback on these 

dick-pics with love, never to be mean or rude about the look of the genitals. 

Hasinoff (2012) discusses how social media and smart devices can be increasing the sexual 

harassment in American schools. This is leading to objectification of young women since the 

line between sexting and sexual harassment are thin for a teenager. The fact that young women 

get in contact with sexualized mass media leads to that it can be hard to know what the consent 

is in real life. Chandramouli (2011) describes in his article how there are today laws on 

cyberharassment in the USA, this includes emails, blogs and social media platforms. But it is 

hard for a site like Facebook to control all the content of the platform and todays over 2 billion 

social media users. All rely on how the users will file any charges if they feel harassed. A study 

in The New York Times (Chira, 2018) shows that 41% women and 22% men had experienced 

online sexual harassment. 

So what does a dick-pic mean? The definition is different depending on whom you ask. Some 

people find a dick-pic as a joke and something that is just a fun thing to receive from a friend. 

Others will say that a dick-pic is a picture of a dick, which you do not want to receive. This 

study focus on a dick-pic as just a picture of a dick that someone sent or received. Both a picture 

sent for fun or as a harassment is in this case defined as a dick-pic. My intentions is to 

understand the phenomena and a part of this is to understand how others view a dick-pic, to 

get an understanding of what a dick-pic stands for. 

1.1 Purpose and research questions 

Today a lot of research has been done on how social media is working in a technical point of 

view, but there are some lack of research connected to the content which I will be focusing on. 

Since a lot of content comes and goes it is often forgotten how it is being used. Dick-pics are a 

relatively new subject and often dismissed as a taboo subject in media today. It is important to 

create an understanding for new phenomena online even if they are taboos. To talk about such 

subjects may create a safer and better interaction on social media. 

This study is to project what the phenomena dick-pic is all about and to create categories to 

understand the reason for people choosing to send dick-pics. Dick-pics are often seen as a way 

to harass and show power over women since penises have been the symbol of power through 

time (Kaufman, 1987).  

Social media is creating new fast ways to communicate all over the world and using dick-

pics is one of the ways to communicate. Is self-representation a part of sending dick-pics or is 

it as it often refers to, just a way to harass another person? This is an important subject because 

it is not just to understand one phenomena but also to create an understanding of the 

interaction on social media today. Benyon (2014) describes the framework PACT as a guidance 

for a designer when creating an interactive system. PACT stands for People, Activity, Context 

and Technology. This framework focus on the relationship between the four parts and how 

interactive systems need to put people first and to be human-centered. Zeng, Chen, and Lusch 

(2010) describes how technology often is the main focus behind social media like mobile 

technology. That is why I choose to focus on the context and a subject that is a bit bold. The 

purpose is to create a wide survey to broaden the view on dick-pics. The research question is: 

- What other perspectives than sexual harassments can a dick-pic communicate? 
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2 Related research 

2.1 Social media  

How to communicate has changed over time and it keeps on changing. One can quickly send a 

message to anyone anywhere in the world.  Back in the 1600’s, sending a letter took more than 

four days from Stockholm to Ystad (Herbert & Englund Hjalmarsson, 2012). Now anyone can 

reach a person on the other side of the world with one click, on most smart devices. A chat 

group online can involve several people, not as earlier just a one to one communication. Open 

forums are very popular today, social media platforms like Facebook, Instagram and YouTube 

where anyone can post for the rest of the world to see and to get comments on. This way of fast 

communication open up new ways to communicate, with language changing and the way we 

act online can be very different from the person we are in real life. Herbert and Englund 

Hjalmarsson (2012) describe a social media platform as a place where we create and 

communicate with others. Moreover, if everyone across the world can use social media and 

create it, it will lead to new ways to communicate caused by the interaction between cultures 

that will meet and learn from each other.  It has already led to languages and acts that have 

changed rapidly. New words are constantly being created online and used in everyday 

vocabulary. However, it is not just positive result that comes out of fast communication, but 

also power constructions and bullying find its way through social media. Trolling is something 

new that also shows up in social media. Trolling means that a person attacks or gets involved 

in a debate meaning to provoke without addressing the subject of the debate (Herbert & 

Englund Hjalmarsson 2012).  Being anonymous is also something that has become easier to be 

by using technology. When taking part in a conversation in the real world it is hard to stay 

anonymous as people probably will see you. But online it is possible to leave out a picture or a 

name in a conversation (Eriksson, 2007). 

It has never been this easy to freely communicate whenever you want, but at the same 

time it has never been so hard to be present. People attend to be present in the real world and 

in the technology at same time (Baym, 2010). For example a person out to dinner may be 

sitting at the table laughing while having a serious discussion on his or her phone, not really 

fully engaged in either conversation. There are hundreds of different social media platforms 

out there and almost all of them are different in the way they are used and which countries 

they are popular in (Benyon, 2014). It is very important to remember that social media is 

something pretty new and the way social media is being used often changes, so predicting 

what social media platform will be used and how in the future is hard to tell (Nyberg & 

Wiberg, 2014) 

Some social media like Instagram and blogs can even make money for the users (Ronge, 

2010) through followers that like to take part in a person's life. A person making money on 

social media is called an influencer and often sponsored by companies in order to publish their 

products as a way to create advertising. Some social media users do travel through time and 

space with social media (Hesmondalgh & Toynbee, 2008). Someone in Australia might look at 

a one year old post on Facebook from a person in Sweden. This means that we today can 

experience the time and space in new ways we could not do before social media. We have the 

opportunity to experience summer in the winter without looking in a regular photo album. 
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2.2 Language online 

Back in the 20th century nobody would imagine that a person would use the word “you” instead 

of a person’s title in a Swedish letter but since the communication has changed so has the 

language in the communication system (Herbert & Englund Hjalmarsson, 2012). Herbert and 

Englund Hjalmarsson (2012) even recommend companies to address their costumer as “you” 

instead of being formal and use titles. It is not just everyday people and companies that are 

using social media also politicians communicate on social media to reach more people and the 

way of expressing oneself is very important. Trying to connect with the followers is very 

different depending on the politician (Ronge 2010). For the politician or anybody it is very 

important to remember that everything online can be saved, both pictures and words. 

Dewdney and Ride (2013) discuss existing cultural language as the graphical interface that 

people use to communicate with online. They give the example of sound, images and text as 

the today’s social media language. 

The way to communicate on social media is made simple and easy today (Dewdney & Ride, 

2013). Often the goal of writing or posting on social media is meant to be short and concisely, 

to never use more words than necessary. So for example if someone wants to invite a friend to 

a birthday party, all that the invitation announcement needs is the date and time for the party. 

No hellos, no asking about that friends day, are needed on social media in this case, just that 

invitation. Using repetition and caps is one way to emphasis the meaning of a written 

sentences. Baym (2010) gives examples like “I’m sooooo bored!”, as a way to create a better 

understanding of feelings. Also the use of acronyms as for example LOL (Laugh out loud) is a 

way to tell the emotions behind a message. It is hard to communicate in written language since 

there are no way to see a facial expression or a body language (Benyon, 2014). But a person can 

send a GIF or a picture to communicate a feeling. An example of communication without words 

is emoticons. Emoticons are emotional symbol that helps a person to express and detect the 

feeling of the message since it is hard to tell the emotion of the sender (Herbert & Englund 

Hjalmarsson, 2012). For example if a person writes “where are you?” it can be read in many 

ways. But if the sender places an emoticon in the question the receiver can easier tell if the 

sender was mad, sad, happy or any other emotion. Emoticons are often different kind of smiles, 

a round yellow circle with eyes and a mouth so it is easy to tell the emotion of emoticons. The 

emoticons were created for social media and are very popular online. The social media and fast 

communication has also lead to many new words in the dictionary such as blogging and 

dabbing.   

Many quantitative studies in different countries have shown that humour is the most 

common way to communicate online (Baym, 2010). To share pictures and to write jokes is very 

popular even if the subject is not really liked by the user. 

Conversations on social media do not need to be a one to one conversation and the number 

of participants in the conversation will probably change the way of acting. Group thinking 

refers to how a tight-knit group often have a more extreme way of viewing things than 

individuals (Benyon, 2014). 
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2.3 Self-representations and the four filters 

The American sociologist Erving Goffman funded the concept "front stage" and "back stage" in 

his book The Presentation of Self in Everyday Life (1990). Goffman stated that humans act 

different depending on the settings. Goffman referred to the way humans act as "front stage" 

and "back stage", showing one side of oneself meeting strangers and another one when nobody 

sees you. Self-representation is a way to present ourselves, it can be a diary or the clothes we 

wear. It is very common to present oneself as a character just to fit in, in a team (Goffman, 

1990). Goffman (1990) discussing about dark secrets, which means negative information that 

a person tries to keep quiet about for its audience and therefore becomes another person in 

presence of strangers. 

Rettberg (2014) describes how self-representation has changed through time. Today we 

have smartphones and computers and back in the old days we expressed ourselves in the same 

way but it could be sculptures or books that told the story. Rettberg (2014) also explains that 

self-representation is very different depending on who the person is. Someone may want to 

share everything, another person wants to document for improvement and a third one wants 

to document for other people. Benyon (2014) describes the amount of sharing on social media 

as a major issue because anyone can track a person's movement by looking at photo, tags and 

status updates. Tagging means adding keywords to assets so that a person can find things with 

similar labels (Benyon, 2014). Rettberg (2014) divides self-representation into three main 

groups: Visual, Written and Quantitative. But Rettberg (2014) also talks about algorithmic 

culture that is not just a way to present ourselves but it is also about how we think when we 

share our lives online. He refers to this as filters. These filters make us share happy baby 

pictures and not the messy once. Striphas (2015) also discus algorithmic culture He believes 

that it is important to see today's technology in context with culture. 

Rettberg (2014) has divided the filters into four categories that he call: cultural, 

technological and cognitive filters, and the last one is a combination of all three. 

Herbert and Englund Hjalmarsson (2012) talk about why to use social media. Social media 

is not just for communication or debates online. Many people use social media to trademark 

themselves. But how social media and technology is used is all based on social differences 

(Benyon, 2014). A user often has different skills in using different systems and therefore will 

use the technology in different ways. So someone may want to present oneself in one way but 

does not have the skills to do it. Some might not even be aware of their self-representation, and 

post on social media, things they do not want to post because of lack of knowledge of the 

platform. Ronge (2010) interviews social media profiles and one is Sweden's biggest blogger 

Isabella Löwengrip. She explains for Ronge that when she started blogging she realised that 

people did not want to read about her real life, but wanted drama so she created the character 

she called Blondinbella. This is a perfect example of self-representation on social media, a way 

to become more interesting, she present a character rather than herself. Löwengrip said that 

she used the fact that people thought she was dumb blond so that she could grow her number 

of followers on social media. While women are supposed to act a bit stupid men on the other 

hand are supposed to appear masculine. Hess and Flores (2018) talks about how men are 

believed to act hypersexual on social media to appear masculine. 
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2.3.1 Visual, Written and Quantitative self-representation 

Visual self-representation is getting stronger because of smartphones and social media 

Rettberg (2014). Because of mobiles phones today a person can take a picture anywhere in the 

world and upload it online. Anyone that likes to download or print a picture can do so. 

Something that has become very popular in the visual department is selfies. A selfie is basically 

just a picture of a person taken by and of oneself. Rettberg (2014) explains selfies as a tool for 

self-improvement. A picture today is often meant to inspire others and when someone looks at 

a picture they often see the best part of the one in the picture. An example of this could be if 

someone is going on vacation, the pictures of this vacation will probably be of the nice weather, 

the good food and the cosy hotel room, not of the cancelled flights and the one that got sick. 

Then we share these pictures online so that anyone can see how good the vacation has been. 

The second group Rettberg (2014) talks about is writing. Autobiographies have been around 

for many years and today most of them are online in forms of blogs and also status updates. 

Just as in the case of visual self-representation people do not show everything and prefer to 

take the interesting parts in their lives to write about. Many people who write online leave out 

the uninteresting things like everyday life. Reading a blog about going to work 9 to 5 may not 

be that interesting and therefore a blog often shows struggles or funny events in life. This is a 

way to keep the reader interested. 

The last self-representation group is quantitative and Rettberg (2014) describes it as 

collection of data about a person published online. An example could be that if a person goes 

for a run and tracks the miles of the run to be published on Facebook. Another example could 

be when a person connects Spotify to Facebook so that the followers can see what kind of music 

a person likes. Quantitative self-representation has grown with the digital culture. There is an 

application for almost everything today and many applications today are created so that the 

real world can be connected to the digital world (Nyberg & Wiberg, 2014) 

2.3.2 Cultural, Technological, Cognitive and The combination filters 

A cultural filter is often “built in” in a human and it is different depending on a person's age, 

culture family and many other factors Rettberg ( 2014). It is all about doing things that feels 

natural. So for example, pictures of the new-born baby, always so cute and smiling though we 

know that baby can be a hard work. Another aspect of the cultural filter is that some people 

may look a bit extra on the cute baby picture while others do not realise they scrolled pass it on 

Facebook. This has also to do with our cultural filter, where we are in life can change our 

reaction of what we see online. A cultural filter can also be liking or following a hockey team or 

a favourite brand to show interest in a community online. 

The second filter Rettberg (2014) talks about is the technological filter. An example of the 

technological filter can be changing the light in a photo or cutting something out of a picture. 

This is often based on our cultural filter, somebody may cut out their child from a picture 

because it cried, another does not want to show their children online. So there are many reason 

to use the technological filters but they are often connected to our cultural filter. Most social 

media applications today have a retouch function that a user can use before uploading or 

sending anything. Snapchat has filters that the user can add before taking the picture and also 

filters to add afterwards. So when changing a picture on Snapchat the user use the 
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technological filters and how and what on the picture that is changed is based on our cultural 

filter. 

The third filter is the cognitive filter, this filter is based on that a person is not always aware 

of what he or she is doing and does not have any interest in it either (Rettberg, 2014). When 

someone search on Google they probably do not have any interest in how the searching works, 

just want to see what to see the result. So the code in this case is part of the cognitive filter, 

people do not think of how Google works they just want it to work. 

The very last filter is the combined one. As said before the technological filter is based on 

our culture filter. The cognitive filter is based on things we do not think about. How a picture 

is changed is based on the cognitive filter. If a person press an autocorrect on a picture and 

then publishing it on Instagram, they probably have taken a picture of something they like 

(cultural filter), the auto retouching (technological filter) is probably something the person has 

no idea about how it works (cognitive filter). That is how all the filters would be combined. 

2.4 Power structures and master suppression techniques 

There are a lot of different ways to show power over another person. This is usually called 

master suppression techniques and it is defined in seven categories by Ås (1978). Eksvärd 

(2013) has her own definition of what master suppression techniques are today. Eksvärd 

(2013) talks in her book about a method of projecting which means that someone can make a 

person feel like he has caused all the problems. An example could be that a person is hurt by 

something someone did and instead of being understood and met by “I'm sorry”, the response 

will be:  “Now you hurt me”. So the consequence is that the person who from the beginning 

said she was hurt now becomes the person who is asking for forgiveness”. She compares this 

way of acting with bullying in a school where the bullied person has to change school instead 

of the bully one. In case of the method of projecting, a person needs to learn how to respond to 

criticism, to stop trash talk about oneself.  Asking why the respondent got hurt can give a 

person an idea of if it is a master of suppression techniques or not (Eksvärd, 2013). It might be 

that both felt hurt in the scenario. 

Another suppression techniques Eksvärd (2013) talks about is complements. Giving a 

person a compliment in order to make him do something could be a master suppression 

techniques. By telling someone they have a nice body and therefor wanting to have a picture of 

it could lead to that a person sends a naked picture because of that nice comment. But if the 

person does not want to send a picture they might get the response that they are not that good 

looking anyway. So basically this kind of method means that a person gives a compliment and 

if they do not get the right response they redraw the compliment. Another example is the 

classical one “So you think I am fat?” Eksvärd (2013) refers to this as woman’s most used line 

in master suppression techniques. Eksvärd (2013) do say that the best response to a 

complement is a simple thank you and nothing else. Nobody owns anything because of a 

compliment. 

Eksvärd (2013) said in her book that power structure does not need to be something that a 

person do to be mean or harm anyone, it is just natural. It is just like a smile or like being tired. 

It is hard to tell if a person is tired because she or he is bored or if a person did not get enough 

sleep. This is what Eksvärd (2013) calls a subconscious master suppression technique. Harr, 
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Nyberg, Berggren, Carlsson, and Källstedt (2016) found that communication online often is 

based on harassment and in many cases not on showing power over another person. 

But with social media cyberbullying can also turn into free marketing for a social media 

profile. If a person gets attacked it can lead to headlines in magazines and followers might 

stand up for the one being bullied. This would lead to more followers for the bullied person 

(Ronge 2010). 

The master suppression techniques in real life do not need to appear in the same way as 

online. Nyberg and Wiberg (2014) describes ten different social games on social media, one of 

them is how some social media users interact with others for confirmation. Sharing or liking 

someone’s picture is more about hierarchies, showing off about knowledge in a debate for 

example. Also, not being clear about the attentions and beautify ourselves as ways of the social 

game can be a way to express master suppression techniques on social media. But it is not just 

the appearance of the master suppression techniques that are changing but also the time it is 

being used. If someone says something mean to a person it will go away but if someone writes 

it online it will stay forever and can comeback many years after it happened (Nyberg & Wiberg, 

2015). But something technology gives is a way to protect us from master suppression 

techniques, for example blocking a person to see a social media page, deleting messengers that 

are mean or sharing with others the rude messengers (Nyberg & Wiberg, 2015). 

2.4.1 The seven master suppression techniques 

The original seven master suppression techniques were inspired by the Norwegian professor 

and politician Berit Ås (1978). The master suppression techniques are different ways of 

showing power over another person by face to face oppression (Satin project: Gender & 

Diversity, u.d.). The different ways to show power are divided into seven different categories 

as follows: 

1.    Making someone invisible: ignoring a person so they feel like they are invisible. For 

example not listening when that person speaks or focus the attention to something else when 

the person tries to get attention. Often this is in case of a group where one person ends up left 

behind. 

2.     Ridicule: Making fun of a person, laughing at that person's expense or making jokes 

about that person. The tough thing in the case of ridicule is that the person exposed to this 

master suppression technique often has to play along with the joke so the person does not seem 

boring. Compering the online use of ridicule and the real world use of this master suppression 

technique it is easier to control in the real world but online it can spread world wild in a blink 

of an eye (Nyberg & Wiberg, 2014). 

3.     Withholding information: This is when a person does not get all the information from 

the rest of the team. So in case of a presentation the person that have not got all the information 

risks making a fool out of themselves. This makes the person looks stupid and ignorant like 

they did not care to take part of the information. 

4.     Double bind: Whatever happens a person will never be good enough to be seen. If the 

person tries to help it can be seen as a bossy person or if the person just helping out it can see 

as a lazy person that do not dare to take the lead. This means that a person can never be a good 

enough teammate. 
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5.     Heaping blame and putting to shame: Making someone feel like they are to blame for 

a failure or that they are embarrassing the rest of the group. The person that is put to shame 

might not have a reason to be ashamed but the people around try to make them feel that way. 

This master suppression techniques is often based on hierarchies, a person at the top shows 

how the bottom person are to blame for issues. One example of power that Thompson (2018) 

talks about is how a man tells a women she is good enough for him, and that she should be 

happy if he picks her, this is one way of using the heaping blame and putting to shame method. 

6.     Objectify: Judging a person by appearance and not that persons acts or thoughts. By 

objectifying a person it can lead to feeling talentless and less important. It is very common to 

do this to a women but it can also happen to a man. In the book The Trials of Masculinity 

Mclaren (1999) tells of decisions about how masculinity is shown. Men in the 1800’s were not 

to be connected with sex or sexuality, Mclaren (1999) gives the example on how men working 

as prostitutes in the 1800’s in Brittan got flogged. Flogging in Brittan was made illegal in 1820 

for women but men could still be flogged for crimes thirty years after it was made illegal for 

women. Looking at games back in the early 2000’s there has hardly ever been a female 

character if it was not damsels in distress. Today it is possible to find games with main female 

character like Laura Craft but they are often connected to being sex symbols (Layne & 

Blackmon, 2013). 

7.  Force and threats: By being violent or threatening to another person is the last of the 

seven master suppression techniques. This, as well as the heaping blame and putting to shame 

suppression technique, is also often based on hierarchies. Someone wants to show that they 

are superior in the “relationship”. This is often common between men but it can happen 

between anyone. But this master suppression technique does not need to be physical it can also 

be verbal or somehow threatening. 

2.5 Summary of related research 

Today people communicate in a different way compared to a hundred years ago. Today the 

sentences are shorter and people like to get straight to the point. One of the shortest way to 

communicate is by just sending a picture. Earlier in the 1900’s nobody would address anyone 

without a title and a written message was often very formal. With the fast communication that 

today’s social media is providing, anyone can send anything they wish across the world to a 

person they never will meet. 

How a person present oneself has also changed with social media. Rettberg (2014) 

gives example of three self-representations: 

 Visual: Posting and sending pictures online to show people what you are up to. 

 Written: By writing things online about oneself to let the world know what you 

are doing is a way to create an autobiography, in a form of a blog. 

 Quantitative: Tracking your own movements and post it online, for instance 

what music you have been listening to and what places you have been visiting. 

Rettberg (2014) also gives example of four filters that people use online when they 

are presenting themselves. These filters I will use when analysing my data in order to 

understand if self-representation place a roll in sending dick-pics:  

 Cultural filter: Things we do natural, without think of why we do it. 
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 Technological filter: Changing a picture with technology, like retouching a 

photo. 

 Cognitive filter: The lack of understanding and interest in how things work.  

 The combination filter: The combination of all the filters above. 

The last part in this section is about power structures and how people are using 

master suppression techniques to show power over others. There are seven different 

master suppression techniques as stated in 1978 by Ås. The way these master 

suppression techniques is being used today might be different because of social media 

and it might be that some are used more than others online. Is there a master 

suppression technique within the sending of a dick-pic and if it is the case, what kind 

of suppression technique is used?   

When it comes to dick-pics no scientific study has been done on what the reasons 

could be to send dick-pics. Some non-scientific studies show that dick-pics are often 

unwanted and connected to sexual harassments. The studies are for example made by 

Match.com1. Other written articles are often referring to the site Match.com. Some of 

these articles are “Here’s Why Men Send Pictures Of Their Junk To Women, According 

To Science” (Yenisey, 2017) and “Real Dick-Pic Senders Explain Why They Do It” 

(Segran & Truong, 2016). Both refers to the fact that women receive unwanted dick-

pics online. The journalist Hainer (2017) states that there are a lack of scientific studies 

and she refers to the non-scientific studies of Match.com.  

So how people look at dick-pics is hard to tell since media like to focus on dick-pics 

as harassments, examples are the articles mentioned in the introduction of this thesis. 

Criminologist Nina Rung urges people who receives dick-pics to report it to the police 

since it can be categorized as flashing by law in Sweden, in an interview with Morgon i 

P5 STHLM med Farzad Nouri (2016).  

3. Method 

To be able to explore the subject the first thing to do is to define what a dick-pic is. Secondly it 

is important to find a method that makes people comfortable and honest about how they look 

at dick-pics. If a person believes it is okay to send dick-pics, that person should feel free to say 

so. If some people get offended or harassed by getting a dick-pic, these people should be 

respected for their feelings without being told they are wrong. Since the subject can be very 

sensitive for a person the method to explore the subject should be anonymous and give a person 

a feeling that there are no wrong answers. To reach not just receivers but also senders it is even 

more important to make them feel like they are anonymous and that they can be honest about 

why they are sending dick-pics. If sending dick-pics has to do with self-representation but the 

sender does not get the responses he or she wished for, the dick-pic might have been 

misinterpreted by the receiver and end up being a harassment in the receivers eyes. Therefore 

it is important that the sender does not feel guilty for being honest about the intentions and 

responses. Anonymousness is important to get an idea of what the responses are of receiving a 

dick-pic as well as the reasons of sending one. 

                                                        
1 http://www.singlesinamerica.com/2017/#intro 

http://www.singlesinamerica.com/2017/#intro
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An important issue one must be aware of is the two parts involved in sending dick-pics. 

There is a sender and a receiver. The sender might not have the same idea about what the dick-

pic meant as the receiver and therefore it is important to look at a dick-pic in a neutral way. 

The reason for not looking at the dick-pic as a picture that someone does or does not want to 

receive is that people are more open about answering the questions, instead of making people 

feel like they are doing something wrong by sending or receiving them. The researcher must 

be aware of his or hers own opinions and try to be as neutral as possible. 

3.1 Access to participants 

To find participants in this sensitive subject can be hard but also might intrigue people to 

participate. Since the subject is very new but also much discussed in society today it might help 

to find participants that want to speak their mind about the subject. Some participants might 

see dick-pics as a joke and will therefore answer in an untruthful but funny way. So it is very 

important to reach those people that take the subject seriously. This method of collecting data 

by using a questionnaire online is the simplest way to reach participants, because of the 

snowball effect. The snowball effect means that people are passing on things to new people and 

so it creates a wider audience. This is a way to go from sending the questioner to a few people 

who then spread the file to friends and family and more and more participants will be reached. 

By doing a questionnaire in this way and sending it out to people that I believe will answer it 

in a serious way, makes it in my opinion the best way to be sure that they will pass it on to other 

people they believe to have an interest in the subject. 

3.2 Ethics 

When it comes to a very sensitive subject, like sending and receiving pictures of men’s gentles 

it is important to be aware of the ethics. In the case of a questionnaire it is important to give 

out information about the subject and reasons for the research and how the information will 

be used (Benyon, 2014). No information about the participants is saved except the information 

they give by answering in the questionnaire, such as age and gender. There are no names or 

ways to trace back the participants. The participants in the questionnaire are completely 

anonymous and the participants are told that they will be anonymous. If the participants 

wanted to they could go back and change answers or stop, if they did not want to complete the 

questionnaire. If a participant did not want to complete the questionnaire none of the answers 

would be registered to be seen. In the analysis below all the answers and questions will be 

translation into English but it will also appear in Swedish as an appendix, so that no 

information will be lost or misleading. The complete questionnaire and answers are to be found 

in the appendix 3 

3.3 Questionnaire 

The most common quantitative study is to do a questionnaire (Boeren, 2017). The 

questionnaire is based on primary data. Serrant-Green (2008) argues that by using a web 

questionnaire it will reduce the numbers of transcription errors that can happens in interviews. 

And by using a web based questionnaire reduce the human errors in summarizing the data 

(Cooper, o.a., 2006). The reason that the questionnaire was made in Swedish because of 
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cultural differences. It would be hard to understand the phonemes if big differences in culture 

impacted the answers. Culture is something that is always important to have in mind when 

doing a research (Benyon, 2014). By only focusing on Swedish culture it will make it easier to 

get a clear picture of what the phenomena stands for. Also so that the people responding have 

an easy time understanding the questions. If someone feels that their English is not good 

enough, there is a risk that the participant will not finish the questionnaire or maybe not even 

want to participate to start with. The aim with the questionnaire is to reach a lot of people so 

therefore it might be best to stick to the Swedish language so that all Swedish participants find 

the questions easy to answer. It is always a risk of miscommunication between language and 

their for only use First language to avoid miscommunication as far as possible (Frías & Angel, 

2012).   
To start gathering data a questionnaire was created. Ten answers in a questionnaire have 

the same value as one interview (Benyon, 2014). A questioner is the preferably way of gathering 

large amount of quantifiable data. It is also a good way to reach participants that are not able 

to meet up for interviews (Benyon, 2014). The big risk with a questionnaire is of low response. 

Beynon (2014) says that the researcher has to be aware that only ten percent of the people who 

see the questionnaire will participate. This is because people often feel that they have nothing 

to gain by participating.  

The questionnaire used was short and divided into four parts.  

The first part was about gender and age, just to get an overview of the people answering. 

The age question is divided into four groups, 18 years old and younger, 19-30, 31-40 and 41 

and older. One of the reasons to make such a division is to get an idea of the ages of the 

participants but also to try to keep the anonymous approach by not having the participants to 

expose their exactly age and risk that the identity would be revealed if there were only few 

people at a specific age.  A question about gender gave an option to “no answer exist” in case 

someone felt like they wanted to be as anonymous as possible. But it is important to get 

information about age and gender in order to get a better representation of ages and genders 

to be able to find out if there are any differences between groups. By reaching a broad audience 

it is possible to get a better picture of the online community. 

The second part of the questionnaire was a question about if a person had ever received 

a dick-pic. If the answer was negative the person would be forwarded on to the third part. If 

the answer were positive they got to answer a couple of more questions related to receiving 

dick-pics. The first question was “How did you react when you received a dick-pic?” The reason 

for this question was to get an idea of how people reacted receiving a dick-pic. They did not 

have any alternatives to choose between but had to write freely how they felt when they 

received a dick-pic. By this possibility no-one would feel they had to choose a specific feeling 

or an idea about a dick-pic being positive or negative. To get the reactions from someone 

receiving a dick-pic is a good start to get an idea of the phenomena dick-pic. The next question 

to be answered was who the sender of the dick-pic was. This question also reminded the 

receiver that the questionnaire was anonymous and no names were allowed to be revealed. The 

receiver did have a couple of options but also the opportunity to write or choose several of the 

options. The reason to use options was to make it easier to create categories of the senders. The 

last question of the second part to the receivers was if they knew why they received a dick-pic? 
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This is a very important question to ask since the reaction might be very different from what 

the receiver thought the sender wanted to communicate or that the intention of the sender was 

to get the reaction they received. 

The third part was about sending dick-pics and just as in the previous section a person 

were forwarded on to the next part of the questionnaire if they had never sent a dick-pic. If the 

answer were positive, they got to answer a couple of more question. The first question to the 

senders was “To whom did you send a dick-pic?” The senders had a possibility to choose 

between three different categories of answers such as friend, lover or unknown or they could 

choose another receiver by writing, but no names were allowed. The next question was to find 

out why they sent a dick-pic. The sender had to answer by their own words. No options were 

given. The reason was that none of the senders should feel they had sent a dick-pic for a weird 

or wrong reason, all answers were correct answers. The last question for the senders was about 

the response they got when they sent a dick-pic? The meaning was to understand if the senders 

felt like they did receive the response they wished for or if the result was shown to be a 

miscommunication.  

The fourth and the last part of the questionnaire was to understand if there is a specific 

social media platform or if there is a gender difference when it comes to sending or receiving 

dick-pics. All the participants had to answer if there is a specific social media to be used for 

sending or receiving dick-pic on. They could answer by choosing one of the most popular social 

media platforms like Facebook or write their own alternatives. The last question following was 

if sending a picture of a women’s genitals is the same as sending a dick-pic. The options were 

free writing as well as a yes or no. The reason for this question was to get an understanding of 

if there is a female version of a dick-pic. 

The questionnaire was sent to three main groups with all mixed genders. One group with 

people between 20-30 years old and all of them students, this group was chosen since they are 

very quick on answering. The other group was around 30 or older, they did have family and 

jobs. The last group was a mix of ages and occupations. They were chosen since they are 

outgoing people and open with their values. 

3.3.1 Method for analysing the questionnaire 

One of the main reasons to make a questionnaire is that it is the most common way to collect 

large amount of data and summarize it into different patterns (Armour & MacDonald, 2012).  

The patterns are important to find a way to analyse the result of the questionnaire. It is also 

important to be aware of that “closed questions” (pre-options) are not completely the same as 

a correct answer, since the participants will choose the one option they feel closes too not 

necessary is perfectly truth (Armour & MacDonald, 2012). That is why the questionnaire in this 

study often gives the participants a chance to write their own answers if they wished so. To be 

able to analyse the participants’ answers and to find a reason for why they are sending dick-

pics, a method by Graneheim and Lundman (2004) has been useful.  Their method was not 

used to full extinction since this is a quantitative study and Graneheim and Lundman (2004) 

focused on qualitative studies and interviews. Armour and MacDonald (2012) pointed out that 

by using questionnaires it is easier to find patterns compered to using a qualitative study. So 

by using the framework of Graneheim and Lundman (2004) and the categories in their tables 
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called “Sub-theme” and “Theme” I aim to find the reasons for sending dick-pics. I will be using 

the word “Meaning” instead of “Sub-theme” and “Category” instead of “Theme”. 

Graneheim and Lundman (2004) also states the importance of using data in its right context 

so that it will not be misinterpreted. That is why all of the answers from the participants will 

be analysed as a whole to find what category the dick-pic is communicating.  

4. Result 

First part: The questionnaire was open to answer for one month. Most of the answers were 

received in the first few hours. The first day the questionnaire had over one hundred responses. 

And by the end of the month it had 120 participants. The first question was about age. This was 

a way to see how many people that was answering and the ages of the participants. 72.5% of 

the participates was in the age group 19-30. This group was a clear majority as people 18 and 

under were only 1.7% (Figure 1). 

 

The second question was about gender. The people that participated got to choose what gender 

they identified themselves as. 55% of the participants identified themselves as women. 43.3% 

identified themselves as men. 0.8% identified themselves as other and the last 0.8% did not 

want to respond to the question at all. 

The last question in the first part was if the participants had received a dick-pic. 31.7% have 

received a dick-pic, this is 38 of the 120 participants. 66.7% of the responders had not received 

any picture of a dick. 1.7% did not recall if they ever received a dick-pic but was not completely 

sure about it. 

Second part: The 38 participants who said they had received a dick-pic got to move on to 

the second part. The first question on the second part was “How did you react when 

you received a dick-pic?” Here the respondents had written a short comment about 

how they felt. It was a big mix of feelings, but the two most popular answers were 

“grossed out” or that receiving a dick-pic was amusing. It was important though who 

the sender was, because it might be funny if it was friend sending a dick-pic. It might 

be scary receiving a dick-pic from a stranger. 

The second question dealt with who the sender was. To make it easier to sort out the 

senders the alternative was friend, acquaintance, lover, stranger or if the responder 

Figure 1: How old are you? 
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had another title on the sender they could fil that in on a blank space. The result of the 

receivers were following: 

 Eight of the responders clearly felt a dick-pic as funny. Seven of these did say 

that the picture was sent from a friend and the last one said it was from an 

acquaintance. So no one who felt it was amusing to get a picture had never 

received a picture from a stranger. 

 Five participants described the feeling as a little scary using words such as 

“uncomfortable”. In this case most of the respondents did know the sender but 

had also received dick-pics from strangers as well. 

 The next group were respondents who found a dick-pic as repulsive. Seventeen 

of the participants used the word “disgusting” in some way to describe how they 

felt when they received a dick-pic. Fifteen of this respondents had received from 

strangers but some of them had received from more than one sender. Six of 

these did know the sender of the dick-pic. 

 The last seven participants did use words that could be read as good as well as 

bad and therefore these answers do not fit into any of the categories above. 

The last question in this part was if the receiver knew why they received a dick-pic. 

The respondents had to answer with a short comment. Six of the participants answered 

that they felt as the person wanted to play a joke. And these were the same persons that 

felt it was amusing to receive a dick-pic in the first place. Seven of the participants did 

say they thought the sender wanted to flirt with them or get some romantic relationship 

by sending this kind of picture. About fourteen said they did not know at all why they 

received a dick-pic but some could imagine what the sender had in mind but did not want to 

speculate too much on what could be intention of the sender. 

Third part: The third part of the questionnaire dealt with if the participants themselves 

had sent a dick-pic. Out of the 120 who responded 16 of the participants had sent a dick-pic. 

This is about 13% of the participants who responded to the questionnaire. Two of the senders 

did say they sent it to a partner so these two answers were sorted into a separate category as 

‘nudes to a partner’. Since partners main reason to send a dick-pic is sexual and often a 

joint dissection to send and respond to each other.  

 Three of these senders were women, twelve men and the last one did not want 

to reveal their gender.  

 Four of the senders had also received a dick-pic and described it as scary to 

receive but did anyhow send a dick-pic to somebody else.  

 Two participants’ did send pictures to strangers but the rest sent to someone 

they had some kind of relationship with. 

 Six of those sending did send because they were asked to send dick-pics. All of 

these senders did feel as they got a positive response and some even got a picture 

send back with similar content as they had sent. 

 Three senders thought it was a fun thing, and all of them thought that the 

receiver regarded it just as fun getting the picture. 
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 Two of the senders describes it to be cool to send dick-pics. One of the senders 

said that the response was not positive and that the receiver got mad. The other 

one felt as the goal of getting respect did get fulfilled.  

 The last sender did say that he did not know why he sent the picture but felt as 

if he got a positive feedback. 

 Only two of the 16 senders’ felt as the respondents did not get a good feeling 

from the dick-pic. The rest answered that they did get some good feedback or 

response when sending a dick-pic. 

Fourth and last part: The fourth and last part of the questionnaire dealt with 

what platform they sent or received dick-pics in. Over 55% had not received or sent a 

dick-pic at all. 54 of all the participants that either had received or sent regarded the 

most popular social media to send dick-pics on was Snapchat with 29 participants. On 

second place was Facebook with 19 participants saying they either received or sent a 

dick-pic on that platform. Since the question about what platforms that were used or 

possible to use gave the participants an option to write their own answers, there were 

a lot of platforms named (See figure 2). 

 

The very last question, if a woman's genitals can be counted as a dick-pick got thirty-four 

positive answers. Fourteen did give a positive answer but wanted to use a different name of a 

picture with a woman’s genitals.  Some were similar names but there were no clear name on 

what a female genitals would be called if someone would sent a picture of it. Three said “clit-

pic”, two said that they would call it “pussy-pic” and there were more ideas of names. So it is 

pretty clear that even if some had a similar idea of a name for a female dick-pic there is no 

standard name so far. Many people did agree on that a dick-pic can be of a female genitals but 

Figure 2: On what social media platform do you send or received a dick-pic? 
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they wanted to use a different name. One of the participants did even suggested to change the 

name dick-pic to a “genital-pic”. 

Twenty-one of the participants said simply “no” to compare a woman’s genitals to a dick-

pic. Some gave a motivation of why they thought a woman’s genitals could not be a dick-pic by 

following statements: 

 

“Nej, men jag är partisk. 1. jag tycker inte att det kvinnliga könsorganet rent visuellt 

är lika hotfullt som den manliga. 2. dick-pic som koncept känns som att det mer är 

ute efter att förnedra, medan det kvinnliga för mig är en del av den feministiska 

debatten. En symbol för kvinnovärde.” 

 

English translation: "No, but I am biased. 1. I do not think the female genitals are 

visually as threatening as the male one. 2. Dick-pic as a concept feels like it is more 

about humiliating while the female to me is a part of the feminist debate. A symbol 

of a woman's value." 

 

About five participants agree with the former statement by also discussing the fact of the 

dick-pic as a male symbol of power. 

This is a very important question because it gives the participants a chance to tell how they 

view a dick-pic with help of comparing it to the female version of a dick-pic. It gives us a chance 

to see if there are power structures playing a role in dick-pics. 

From the answers of the participants, there were three main categories to understand the 

phenome dick-pic. The categories were the language online, how people represent themselves 

and the power structure. (See definitions above to related research) These categories were 

defined by looking at the answers of the senders and receivers when trying to find similarities 

between the answers. 

5. Analysis 

To understand the key concept of sending dick-pics it is important to divide the answers into 

categories. To be able to divide the answers you first need to know the meaning behind the 

answers, starting with one responder at a time, by looking at the answer to all questions (see 

in figure 3). The intention is further to study what kind of negative reaction or positive reaction 

were found, for example if it is positive and the dick-pic is sent as joke, the meaning will be 

that it is funny. An example of a responders answers translated into a meaning and then into a 

category is as follows: 

 
How did you 

react when you 
received the 

picture? 

Who sent the 
picture (no 

names)? 

Do you know why 
you received a 

picture of a dick? 
  

Meaning 
  

Category 

Laughed -Friend -As a joke Funny/joke: Communication Language  online 

 Figure 3 

 

The categories were found after the answers was given by the respondents in the questionnaire. 
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The analysis will be divided into the receivers and senders answers. But it is very important 

to remember that just because a sender or a receiver feels one way this might not be the 

intentions of the other part. For example someone can send a dick-pic as a joke but the receiver 

feel uncomfortable receiving it. Or the other way around. But it is also important to have in 

mind that every one of the participants have the right to their own response and experience.   

5.1 Receivers 

By analysing the receivers’ answers and sorting them after meaning to find a category that the 

answer fits into, is how to find similarities in the answers. Since the questionnaire was made 

in Swedish there is an English translation in the table of content.  It is very important to look 

at all the three answers to get an idea of what the meaning is. For example none of the receivers 

that thought dick-pics were fun did receive the dick-pic from anyone else but from a friend. 

Therefore it fits into the meaning of a joke. Joking by using a picture is counted as a way to 

communicate and therefore it is fitting in the category language online. The answers that fits 

into the category of self-representation, are those where the receiver gets surprised by getting 

a dick-pic sent by somebody they thought they knew. The reaction is not negative or positive, 

just surprised. Someone has decided to try to show a new side of himself by sending a dick-pic. 

The last category is that of a power structure. If the answer of the receiver reflected anger or a 

negative feeling it showed that the sender did not care or thought about the receiver's’ reaction 

before sending the dick-pic or that the intention was to create a negative reaction. 

Since there were thirty eight answers not all will be shown in figure 4 but all can be seen in 

Appendix 1 

 
How did you react 
when you received 

the picture? 

Who sent 
the picture 

(no 
names)? 

Do you know 
why you received 

a picture of a 
dick? 

  
Meaning 

   
Category 

With humour, because I 
know the person as well as 
being confident with that 
person 

-Friend 
 

-For a humorous effect   
Funny/joke: 

Communication 

  
   
  

Language  online 
Laughed -Friend -As a joke 

What the fuck?!?! -Acquaintance 
 

-We had an odd 
relationship 

  

 
Not expected from 
that acquaintances 

  
  

 Self-
representations 

Well, there came a penis. 
Oops 

-Acquaintance 
 

-Yes 

Surprised -
Acquaintance, 
Unknown 

-No 

Disgusted 
 

-Unknown -No, maybe show off 
but did not know the 
person 

 
 

Dislike/ disgusting 
  

 
 

Power structures 
Got disgusted and found it 
sickening 

-Unknown 
 

-no, only got it 
random 

Figure 4 (For full table look at Appendix 1) 

5.2 Senders 

The senders’ response was analysed in the same way as the receivers’. The answers were 

translated into English. Those that sent dick-pics, answers can be read in Figure 5.  Most of 

the senders explained dick-pics as a way to joke with a friend or a way to flirt with 

someone.  From the senders’ point of view it is pretty clear that they see the sending of a dick-
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pic as a communication and therefore it will be categorised as language online. Some of the 

senders did use dick-pics as a way to show power but it was not very common. It is hard to tell 

about the self-representation in the case of the senders but I am looking at the filter (Cultural, 

Technological, Cognitive and The combination filters) that Rettberg (2014) describes. If a 

sender did not know why he or she sent a dick-pic or have no interest in knowing what happens 

just guessing that the receiver would like a visual representation this would then be the 

combination filter. The cultural filter makes the sender sending a dick-pic just because, without 

any reflections. This because the behaviour is all around us, all friends are sending it and it is 

working out for them. A technological filter could have been used to make the picture look 

better or worse depending on the goal of the sender. And the cognitive filter tells us that what 

happens to the picture is not very interesting. For example if Facebook saves the pictures or 

where the picture ends up is of no interest for the senders. 

 
Who did you send 
to? (no names) 

Why did you 
send a dick-
pic? 

What response did you 
wish for and what 
response did you get? 

 

Meaning 

 

Category 

-Unknown -Tough -Angry  Show off  
Power 

structures 
 

-Colleague -Show who 
decides 

-It felt like I got more respect  Harrase 

-Acquaintance -I have no idea. -Positive  Just happened 
Self- 

representations -Lover -Boi because she 
wanted to see it 

-positive  
Show me more 

about you - Fuck buddy -Got a request -Comment, got comment back 

-Friend -For fun -Because we talked about a 
penis, so the friend laughed. 

 
Joke 

  

 

Language  online 
 

-Known, Lover, 
Unknown 

-Fun, wanted sex 
or something. 

-FUCK, same  
 

Arouse 

 

-Lover -I knew it would 
be welcomed 

-She wrote that she became 
very happy and that was the 
response I wanted 

Figure 5 (For full table look at Appendix 2) 

5.3 Language online 

It is clear that many use dick-pics as a communication for a joke. Some also use the dick-pic 

as a way to ask someone to meet up for intercourse but it was almost every time to a known 

person. This was the answer from both senders and receivers. If the sender had been a 

stranger the reaction might have been different even if the picture was sent as a joke. 

Sending pictures as communication online is one of the new ways of communicate fast 

with no word being used. This is because picture are easier today to take and send.  Over 24 

% of the receivers said they used Snapchat to send or receive dick-pics. This platforms idea is 

to send pictures as communication. How many of the responders that did use Snapchat is 

unfortunately not asked in the questionnaire so there are no way of knowing if Snapchat is 

used especially for sending dick-pics. 
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5.4 Self-representations 

The way we present ourselves is also connected to the dick-pic. Some people described it as a 

surprise to receive a dick-pic from a person. This is because a person might present themselves 

in one way and people around them have not seen this side of them before. Especially when a 

close friend is the sender. The response do not need to be a bad one but somehow not expected. 

Sending a dick-pic in this case could be a way to show a new side of oneself. 

Sending dick-pics could be a visual self-representation. Taking a picture and sending it to 

someone who can save the picture forever or send it on. This is why a dick-pic is a visual self-

representation, a sender is ready to show a dick-pic to a friend and that this friend can show it 

to others in their surroundings. Rettberg (2014) talked about selfies and self-improvement, 

this can be connected to the dick-pic. The dick-pic can be a way to show the best part of oneself, 

especially if the goal is to have sex with the receiver. When a receiver asked for a dick-pic it 

could be seen as a way to ask someone for a résumé, to make them show more of themselves.  

Rettberg (2014) also talked about how we always want to show the best side of us, cannot 

the penis be something we are proud of and want to send to a friend to see how he or she reacts? 

Also the quantitative self-representation can be connected to the dick-pic. Since 

quantitative self-representation is about collecting data, taking pictures of oneself, one's own 

penis, could be a way to document it. 

Rettberg (2014) also talks about filters and the dick-pic can be a part of the cultural filter. 

The filter that is natural for us. Dick-pics have in some case become normal to send as many 

senders might not think about what it means at all. Some might not even have heard about 

dick-pics and therefore they might not even care about the subject. Looking at the technological 

filter it is hard to tell if anyone used them while sending dick-pics since that was not a question 

that were asked. But most of the dick-pics were sent on snapchat an application that are famous 

for its technology filter. Looking at the cognitive filter a dick-pic could be something that the 

sender do not think about. What will happen to the picture or how the receiver will react might 

not be interesting for the only importance is to share the picture. 

5.5 Power structure   

A person describing that receiving dick-pics is something sickening and it can lead to that the 

person feels objectified. This is why the category power structures is important to look at in the 

case of dick-pics. But also because some believe that sending dick-pics is a way to show off as 

a powerful person. When it comes to the original seven master suppression techniques there 

are three categories that fits the dick-pic phenomena the best and it is following: Ridicule, 

Heaping blame and putting to shame and Objectify. The reason not to call this category master 

suppression techniques is that even if the receiver felt objectified no one except the sender can 

tell if that was the intention. Since the sender might not have intended to hurt anyone it can 

therefore not be seen straight as a master suppression techniques. This is way it will be called 

Power structures since that is how the participant describes the dick-pic. Depending on why 

the sender or receiver thought the picture had been sent is what the categories are based on 

(Figure 6). 

Ridicule: If a person felt that someone is making fun of them by sending a dick-pic that is 

what ridicule means in this case. It might be that the one who answered that sending was a 
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joke might be playing along and the receiver might not think it was funny. But that is a 

speculation and there is no way of telling if that was a case. 

Heaping blame and putting to shame: When a person send or receive a dick-pic and make 

it look like the picture was asked for that is heaping blame and putting to shame. In this case 

as well as in the category ridicule a lot of senders said that they were asked to send the picture, 

the receiver might not have felt the same but that is not possible to know since the 

questionnaire was anonymous. But some senders did say that they wanted more respect and 

to show off. This is a way to say that you needed the dick-pic to understand your place and in 

that case it will make the receiver feel they are to blame for the dick-pic. 

Objectify: By using a dick-pic in a way to ask someone out without talking to them but just 

to expect that the receiver wanted a dick-pic. The sender will get sex by sharing a dick-pic, this 

is a objectifying. There are no interest in an intellectual conversation or an attempt to 

communicate with the receivers but just a way to make the receivers feel they have not much 

to give to the sender except for sex. 

  
 Reaction Sender 

/receiver 
Why a dick-pic was 
sent?/Speculations 

from receivers 

 
Goal/ 

Mening 

 Master suppression 
technique 

Was annoyed -Unknown -Some people with penis 
seem to think that people 
without penis will throw 
them self over 
them in need of penis. 

 
I have something you 

never will have 

 

Ridicule 

I was first 
shocked late 
disgusted 

-Unknown -No clue. Probably as an 
attempt to "catch" on me? 

  

 

To have sex 
  

  

  
  
  
  

Objectify 
Irritated. Matt. -Known, 

Lover, 
Unknown 

-Yes, probably sex or 
something 

Disgusted 
 

-Unknown 
 

-No, maybe show off but 
did not know the person 

Sickening/ 
disgusting 

-Lover -Yes, he got turned on by it 

Angry -Unknown -Tough  I’m cool Heaping blame and 
putting to shame It felt like i got 

more 
-Colleague -Show who decides I’m the important one 

Figure 6 

 

Eksvärd’s (2013) own categories of master suppression techniques can in many ways be 

used when looking at master suppression technique within the dick-pic phenomena. She talks 

about projecting as a way to make the receiver believe that the receiver is the one that needed 

to be punished, in this case to receive a dick-pic. This is very similar to Heaping blame and 

putting to shame as Ås (1978) has written about.  It can be hard to tell if this is the case. Maybe 

the sender believed the receiver wanted the dick- pic and the receiver just got confused or mad. 

Maybe the sender answered with a dick-pic and it was received as something negative. This is 

something that is hard tell if not both receiver and sender of the same dick-pic responded. 

Eksvärd (2013) also describes a suppression technique as compliments and in that point of 

view the dick-pic can also be connected to compliments. Many of the senders did say that 

sending dick-pics often meant expecting something back. So it is like saying “I’m giving you a 

very personal picture, can I get one in return?” 

Many of the receivers found that a dick-pic was not a clear way to communicate. Many 

thought that receiving a dick-pic could mean that the sender wanted to have sex. Nyberg and 
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Wiberg (2014) describes social games online as being ambiguous as a way to use master 

suppression techniques online. It do not need to be the case but if someone creates an 

unpleasant feeling it is worth to think about how sending dick-pics without consent can lead 

to master suppression techniques online. This is what Eksvärd (2013) call a subconscious 

master suppression technique. 

6. Discussion 

When it comes to the questionnaire it is important to think about the possibility that some of 

the questions can be misread or not read at all (Benyon, 2014). It was easy to tell that some of 

the participants did not care to read the instructions of the questionnaire and the ethics. Even 

though the instructions told that sending nudes to a partner was not in this case a dick-pic, 

some participants gave such an answer. The question about platforms had a box to click in if 

you never sent or received a dick-pic, but still some did write that they did not send or 

received a dick-pic instead of choosing the already existing alternative. This made it pretty 

clear that some do not read the full text. None of the mistakes that the participants did is seen 

as a big problem since it is just to either cut out those who talked about partners and add 

those that responded in a similar way as the alternatives in that group. This also shows why it 

is important to have a couple of questions surrounding the subject so that it is possible to tell 

if someone have misread a question. 

It is very important to be aware that even if the sender or receiver believes they know how 

the other part felt about the dick-pic it is just speculation and there is no way of proving what 

the other part felt. 

One must also be aware that there can be cases where the responders did not want to look 

weak or rude and therefore sugar coated their answers. For example there could be senders of 

dick-pics that did not answer honestly because they were afraid of being wrong or to be 

pointed out as a bad person. That is why it is so important to give the participants free hands 

on defending a dick-pic. 

If dick-pics are a case of just sexual harassment it is important to create protection for the 

receivers. But since that is not the case it is vital to understand the meaning so that the 

technology can be developed to protect and not to censor bold content. 

6.1 Language online 

As described by Herbert and Englund Hjalmarsson (2012) language has changed a lot since 

1600. Social media gives the online language today an opportunity to be influenced from 

cultures all over the world. People are constantly finding out new ways to communicate with 

others and dick-pic is now one of them. In the case of the category: language online, it is 

possible to see how a dick-pic is a joke or an invitation to intercourse. In this case it is often 

sent as a nice thing, not to be mean or vicious towards the receiver. Often projected as a fun 

thing from the receiver that in most cases the sender was a friend. 

If the sender gave any information to the picture or made the motive in the picture look in 

a special way I do not know or if the dick-pic speaks for itself. It might be that the dick-pic is 

a joke by itself but nobody gave any more information about the dick-pic joke. Baym (2010) 
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described how humour was shown to be the most popular way to communicate even in 

disliked subjects. This seems very likely to be the case since many people did not like the 

dick-pic while the once that did seem to prefer to share dick-pics as a joke among friends. 

Herbert and Englund Hjalmarsson (2012) talks about how communication is supposed to 

be short today. Just sending a picture to ask a question or tell a joke is probably the shortest 

way.  But it can also create questions since many of the receivers were not sure about why 

they received a dick-pic, so conversations too short can lead to miscommunication. 

It would be interesting to know if a joke is sent to one person or in a conversation with 

more people involved. 

6.2 Self-representations 

When it comes to sending dick-pics as a way to present oneself it can often come as a shock to 

the receiver, who does not expect the sender to send that kind of a picture. In this case a dick-

pic is often a shock or surprise to the acquaintance. A dick-pic as self-representation is often 

to a known receiver. The goal is to show a side that the receiver has not seen before. It can be 

an act of trying to be funny or maybe a way to try to make the receiver get a new interest for 

the sender. 

Goffman (1990) described how people hide dark secrets from others to present oneself as a 

better person. Maybe the dick-pic is a dark secret that some people only share with a close 

friend or a special person, but they would never share that kind of personal picture with anyone 

else, they would not even tell others that they are sending dick-pics. The darkest secret would 

be if the sender is anonymous when sending dick-pics.  

The dick-pic is a visual and a cultural self-representation, mainly because it is a picture and 

out of the 120 answers there were 46 people in total that felt they had been in contact with the 

dick-pic. This is connected to the cultural filter by being something people in Sweden send and 

receive. It is possible that people who receive dick-pics are using similar platforms like 

Snapchat since it was one of the more popular places to send and receive dick-pics. The same 

cultural filter is focusing on our surroundings and social life, looking at all of the responders 

over forty years old, 75% did not receive a dick-pic, while the participants between ages 19-30 

had 64% not received a dick-pic. This could have to do with generations, even if I thought that 

less respondents over forty years old would have received a dick-pic, it can be a result of how 

sexuality have changed. Just looking how sex in film has changed, today many films have very 

graphic sex scenes compared to the 50ths. The use of social media can be different between the 

ages. 21 respondents out of the 29 said they received or sent dick-pics on Snapchat were 19-30 

years old. The use of applications is based on the cultural filter. Not just the use of different 

applications but also how the applications are used is different depending on the user. Things 

like sending pictures on Snapchat can be different from user to user. Some may not know how 

to use some functions or do not have any interest in using functions like the technological filter 

for instance to get bigger eyes. How the user is using applications can place a roll in sending 

dick-pics. Maybe someone just learned about it and want to try it out and some find it 

uninteresting to start with, it all depends on the user’s surroundings. “If all my friends have it 

I probably would like to try it or the other way around, if nobody has it I will not use it either”. 
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6.3 Power structures 

Sending a dick-pic to someone that does not want it could be a way to frighten a receiver and 

therefore a device of a power structure. If the senders’ goal was to make a joke and the receiver 

sees it as harassment, then the sender probably did not care enough to think if this sort of 

picture is a good idea to send or not. Eksvärd (2013) did talk about subconscious master 

suppression technique which means that a person are not aware of what they are doing towards 

another person. That is pretty clear that many of the receivers did get a dick-pic and did not 

like it. Many of the senders did say that the receiver wanted a picture, but maybe this could 

have been a subconscious master suppression technique. The sender only thought the picture 

was wanted but the receiver felt oppressed. 

Looking at the master suppression technique today and when Bert Ås (1978) described them 

it is easy to tell that they are still relevant but the meaning are changing. A good example of 

this is the category objectifying, looking at the article Self-Saving Princess: Feminism and Post-

Play Narrative Modding (Layne & Blackmon, 2013) They describe how the female characters 

often was objectified but nowadays have gone from victims to heroes. But the use of social 

media makes in many cases the objectification more common for everyone. An example would 

be the dating application Tinder where a user looking at pictures of a person to decide if he or 

she is going to fancy or dislike the person. So even if objectifying becomes less gender based, it 

is also more common since communication is rarely face to face and people use pictures for 

self-representation. 

When it comes to the participants using the word unknown it can mean that they do not 

know the sender/receiver or it can also mean that the second part is anonymous. The 

anonymity can place a big role in sending dick-pics. If the anonymity helps the sender to dare 

to send a dick-pic or if the receiver finds it more or less scary or perhaps disturbing to receive 

a dick-pic is something that I do not know. 

Hasinoff (2012) described how the young audiences use of social media leads to that youth 

experience sexual harassment and since a dick-pic can be taken by anyone and it can be sent 

to anyone it is hard to control. But to stop youth come in content with sexual content can be 

hard today. There is not any age control on sending content online except the age limits on 

social media platform. There are filters that can stop pictures from being viewed but then the 

issue will be raised if censoring is the right way to protect people from sexual harassments. 

This is an ethical issue that can be hard to control. Whether a person is too young to send or 

receive a dick-pic is a very personal question, some may say that if it is a case of sexually 

harassment there are no age limit since it is never okay to send them. 

7. Conclusions 

In this thesis I have looked at different reasons to send dick-pics on social media. A taboo 

subject has often more than one side, but with no face to face communication it can be hard to 

tell the reaction of the receiver or the meaning it has for a person.   

It is important to understand that content comes and goes and often it means different 

things to different people. Tight knit groups can have a definition of a subject and expect others 

to look at it in the same way. An example is that a lot of people have sent and received dick-
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pics for fun and believed it as a joke. Others saw it as a way for men to harass women. So it is 

important to create an understanding between the groups to make social media work for 

everyone. The categories described in this thesis in order to understand the use of dick-pics are 

to help people to see how others react on the subject.   

It is important not just to understand others but also to understand the new ways to 

communicate. Looking on how a phenomenon is spread online is a way to understand how 

social media is working today. The category that in this case stood out was language online 

and how words are changing into pictures and symbols. Another category was about self-

representation and is shows how social media gives a person a chance to be whoever they want 

all over internet since there are so many social media platforms and an opportunity to create 

several profiles on platforms. The last category was power structures and how social media 

can be used for harassing and dominate others. Three of the most common master suppression 

techniques in case of dick-pics was the following: Ridicule, Heaping blame and putting to 

shame and Objectify. Objectifying was the most common way to exercise power over another 

person or at least make the receiver feel objectified. It does not mean that the sender meant for 

the receiver to feel that way but when a person only sends a picture of a penis it will most likely 

to have that effect. 

Snapchat is the most popular social media were to send dick-pics in this study, this could 

be because it is built for replacing text messengers to pictures.  It could also be built on that 

most of the responders were in the age of 19-30 and they were also the ones that said Snapchat 

was the most used platform to send dick-pics. It can be that Snapchat is much used in that age 

group and connected to our cultural filter. 

7.1 Summary of findings 

The different perspectives that this study showed as reasons to send dick-pics were the 

following: 

 Languages online: Often it is a friend that sends dick-pics to play a joke with others. It 

can also be a way of flirting with someone but often this person is known to the sender. 

 Self-representation: A known person surprises the receiver with a new side of 

themselves by sending a dick-pic. Or it is someone asking for a dick-pic so that the 

senders can show more about themselves. 

 Power structure: Using a picture with a motive that makes the receiver upset did 

become the most popular answer by the receivers. The sender in this cases was mostly 

unknown but in some cases could be known by the receivers as well. 

The most popular social media platform to send dick-pics on was Snapchat with more than 

24% of the responders. 21 out of the 29 participants were in the age group 19-30 that used 

Snapchat. The second most used platform was Facebook with 16% of the respondents who had 

received dick-pics on that platform. So the platforms that are used to send dick-pics is just 

regular social media platforms. 

When it comes to the female dick-pic the opinions were divided between the respondents. 

Several respondents made up their own name for a picture containing female genitals. So it is 

pretty clear that there is no clear name for sending female dick-pics. It was also divided if there 
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was such thing as a female dick-pics since some felt that male genitals is scary and are sent to 

show power while female genitals is more about empowering women. 

7.2 Further work 

Using questionnaires are always preferred in this kind of study since the participant can feel 

anonymous because they do not need to meet up with anyone. But it could be interesting to 

hear more and let participants develop their thoughts in an interview. This could be a good 

way to make people dare to speak about taboo subjects like dick-pics.  

Three of the senders identified themselves as women and could mean that they sent a 

picture of someone else, not their own picture. This is something that could be interesting to 

look in to, if the senders sent someone else's dick-pic? To create an understanding of how 

self-representation in some cases is about stealing others information and create another 

you. How dark secrets can be used to hide people's real identity online. 

In the future there are a lot of things to look at when it comes to dick-pics. How the sender 

sent the dick-pick could be interesting to know if they for example used some short text to 

communicate what they are trying to say with the dick-pic or if it just for the receiver to guess 

the meaning. 

It was possible to see that most of the users used Snapchats as a platform for sending or 

receiving dick-pics. But it could be interesting to know if the senders and receivers had more 

things in common. Are the receivers getting in contact with the sender or the other way 

around? If sending and receiving dick-pics has anything to do with socio-economics 

backgrounds would also be interesting to find out. 

As for the future work it could also be interesting to look into how anonymity place a roll 

in sending dick-pics or harassing pictures to others. Does the harassing become stronger if 

the person is known to the receiver or is it more about scaring someone by being anonymous? 

It would also be interesting to know if senders has any interest in who they send a dick-pic to 

when being anonymous. 

A lot of focus today is about women. The pressure of masculinity is often forgotten but it 

seems to play a role in the sending of a dick-pic, therefor future research about men's 

behaviour online can be interesting to look at, mainly since several respondents did not see 

female genitals having the same meaning as men’s genitals. 

There are a lot of factors that in the future could be interesting to understand to see if they 

plays a role in dick-pics, but the connection to technology is of course one of the most 

important parts to look at. Using censoring online to protect users from bold content can be a 

risk because who is to decide what needs to be censored? This is why people, activity, context 

and technology (PACT) goes hand in hand. There is a need for knowledge from all of the parts 

to create a safe online community. It is also important to understand that it is a complex 

situation with social media that has only been around for about ten years and it demands a 

cooperation of knowledge and experience to create a community with billions of people from 

all over the world. Understanding of how content can have different meaning can help the 

communication in this new enormous community. 
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Appendix 

Receivers (Appendix 1) 

 

How did you 
react when 

you received 
the picture? 

Who sent the 
picture (no 

names)? 

Do you know 
why you 

received a 
picture of a 

dick? 

  
  

Translation 

  
  

Meaning 

  
  

Category 

Med humor, 
eftersom jag 
kände personen 
samt är trygg 
med den 
personen 

Kompis För en humoristisk 
effekt 

With humor, 
because I know 
the person as 
well as being 
confident with 
that person 
-Friend 
-For a humorous 
effect 

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
Funny/joke: 
Communication 
  
  

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
language  online 

Skrattade Kompis På skämt Laughed 
-Friend 
-As a joke 

Skrattade Kompis som ett skämt Laughed 
-Friend 
-As a joke 

Skrattade Kompis Skämt Laughed 
-Friend 
-Joke 

Skrattade och 
screenade 

Kompis På skoj Laughed and 
took a 
screenshot 
-Friend 
-As a joke 

Skrattade Kompis I 
underhållningssyfte 

Laughed 
-Friend 
-For entertainment 
purposes 

Roligt (men det 
var med 
samtycke) 

Kompis, Älskare Jag frågade/flirt 
(dvs aldrig oönskat) 

Funny (but it 
was with 
consent) 
-Friend, Lover 
-I asked / flirt 
(never unwanted) 

  
  
  
Flirt 
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😱🙈� Bekant, Okänd Ragga gissar jag 😱🙈� 
- Acquaintance, 
Unknown 
- Pick up I guess 

Tog en 
skärmdump 

Kompis Någon behövde en 
"second opinon" 

Took a 
screenshot 
-Friend 
–Someone needed 
a "second opinion" 

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  
  

Not expected 
from that 

acquaintance 
  

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  
Self-

representations 

- "Va faan?!" Bekant Män är märkliga? - " What the 
fuck?!" 
-Acquaintance 
-Men are strange? 

What the 
fuck?!?! 

Bekant Vi hade en udda 
relation 

What the 
fuck?!?! 
- Acquaintance 
-We had an odd 
relationship 

Ha ha ha Bekant Nix Ha ha ha 
-Acquaintance 
-Nope 

Jaha, där kom 
en penis. 
Hoppsan 

Bekant Ja Well, there 
came a penis. 
Oops 
- Acquaintance 
-Yes 

Förvånad Bekant, Okänd Nej Surprised 
- acquaintance, 
Unknown 
-No 

Jag tyckte det 
var lite weird. 

Bekant Han ville kanske 
visa upp den. 

I thought it was 
a bit weird. 
- Acquaintance 
-He might want to 
show it. 

Jag blev äcklad. Bekant, Okänd Nej. Jag hade 
varken bett om en 
bild eller blivit 
tillfrågad om jag 
ville få en bild 
skickad till mig. 

I was disgusted. 
-Acquaintance, 
unknown 
-No. I had neither 
asked for a picture 
or been asked if I 
wanted to get a 
picture sent to me. 
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Äckligt Älskare, Okänd Nej på okänd och 
"istället för telefon 
sex" av älskare 

Disgusting 
-Lover, unknown 
-No on Unknown 
and "Instead of 
Phone Sex" by 
lovers 

  
  
  
  
  
Dislike/ 
disgusting 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Power 
structure 

Äcklad Okänd Nej, kanske impa 
men kände inte 
personen i fråga 

Disgusted 
-Unknown 
-No, maybe show 
of but did not know 
the person 

Äcklad Okänd Oklart Disgusted 
-Unknown 
-Unknown 

Motbjudande/ 
äcklad 

Älskare Ja, han gick igång 
på det 

Sickening/ 
disgusting 
-Lover 
-Yes, he got turned 
on by it 

Man blir äcklad 
och ganska arg 

Okänd Nej -You get 
disgusted and 
quite angry 
-Unknown 
-No 

blev äcklad och 
tycker att det är 
vidrigt 

Okänd nej , endast fått det 
random 

Got disgusted 
and found it 
sickening 
-Unknown 
-no, only got it 
random  

Blev äcklad Kompis, Bekant, 
Okänd 

Nej Was disgusted 
-Friend, 
Acquaintance, 
Unknown 
No 

Äcklad Kompis, Bekant, 
Okänd 

Troligen för 
bekräftelse 

Disgusted 
-Friend, 
Acquaintance, 
Unknown 
-Probably for 
confirmation 

äcklad Okänd nej disgusted 
-Unknown 
-no 

Förvånad, lite 
äcklad 

Okänd Ja Surprised, a 
little disgusting 
-Unknown 
-Yes 
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Jag blev 
obehagad och 
lite äcklad och 
tyckte samtidigt 
att det var 
fånigt av killen 
att blotta sig på 
det sättet. Vad 
var han ute 
efter liksom? 
Jag tänker så 
här: mitt 
könsorgan är 
mycket privat 
och att visa upp 
det för någon 
tycker jag är 
lika 
utelämnande 
som att tex 
tvingas sjunga 
(jag kan inte 
sjunga och vet 
om det) eller 
som att behöva 
bajsa offentligt. 
Varför gjorde 
den killen så 
mot sig själv? 
Det är bara så 
konstigt. 

Älskare Jag tror att han ville 
visa upp sig typ 
"kolla vad stor och 
stark". 

I was 
uncomfortable 
and a little 
disgusting and 
thought it was 
foolish to see 
that guy flashing 
himself. What 
was he looking 
for? I think like 
this: my genital 
are very private 
and showcasing 
it to someone I 
think is as 
omitted as for 
example to sing 
(I can not sing 
and know about 
it) or as having 
to go to the toilet 
in  public. Why 
did that guy do 
that to himself? 
It's just so 
weird. 
-Lover 
-I think he would 
show himself the 
type "check what 
big and strong it 
is". 

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
Dislike/Upset 
  

Blev irriterad Okänd Vissa personer med 
penis verkar tro att 
personer utan penis 
kommer kasta sig 
över dem i åtrå av 
att spenderas penis. 

Was annoyed 
-Unknown 
-Some people with 
penis seem to think 
that people without 
penis will throw 
them self over 
them in need of 
penis. 

Jag blev först 
chockad sen 
äcklad. 

Okänd Ingen aning. 
Troligtvis som ett 
försök att "ragga" 
på mig? 

I was first 
shocked late 
disgusted. 
-Unknown 
-No clue. Probably 
as an attempt to 
"catch" on me? 

Irriterad. Matt. Bekant, Älskare, 
Okänd 

Ja, ville väl ligga 
eller nå 

Irritated. Matt. 
-Known, Lover, 
Unknown 
-Yes, probably sex 
or now 

Arg Tindermatchning Nej Angry 
-Tinder-Match 
-No 
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Stängde ner, 
tog bort, 
och/eller 
blockade 
beroende på 
vem det varit 

Älskare, Okänd I vissa fall, i andra 
inte 

Closed down, 
removed, and / 
or blocked 
depending on 
who it was 
-Lover, Unknown 
-In some cases, in 
others not 

Blev lite trött o 
irriterad för får 
väldigt ofta sånt 
ibland 

Okänd Ja... Got a little tired 
and irritated for 
getting it very 
often sometimes 
-Unknown 
-Yes... 

Blir bestört och 
känner obehag 
när okända 
killar som jag 
aldrig pratat 
med skickar 
såna bilder. 
Men om vi har 
en sexuell 
relation tar jag 
inte illa vid 
mig. 

Älskare, Okänd Nej, men 
förmodligen 
försöker dom 
imponera. 

Being disturbed 
and feeling 
uncomfortable 
when unknown 
guys I never 
talked with 
sending such 
images. But if 
we have a sexual 
relationship, I 
do not care. 
-Lover, Unknown 
-No, but probably 
they try to impress. 

Dislike/Upset –
if not a sexual 
partner 

Obekväm Okänd För att män är djur Uncomfortable 
-Unknown 
-Because men are 
animals 

Dislike/Scared 

Livräd Kompis, Okänd Nej Scared to death 
-Friend, unknown 
-No 

Dislike/Scared 

Tog bort den Okänd Nej Threw it away  
-Unknown 
-No 

Dislike 

. Okänd . - 
-Unknown 
- 

Unknown  
Unknown 

  

  
Senders (Appendix 2) 

Who did 
you send 
to? (no 
names) 

Why did you 
send a dick-
pic? 

What response 
did you wish 
for and what 
response did 
you get? 

Translation Meaning Category 

Okänd Tufft Arg -Unknown 
-Tough 
-Angry 

 Show of   power 

Arbetskamrat Visa vem som 
bestämmer 

Tycker mig fått mer 
respekt 

-Colleague 
-Show who decides 
-It felt like i got more 
respect 

 Harrase  power 
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Kompis Medicinskt utlåtande. Synpunkt på om penis 
läkte bra efter 
operation. Det såg 
tydligen bra ut tyckte 
han 

-Friend 
-Medical opinion. 
-Point of view of the penis if 
it healed well after surgery. 
He thought it looked good. 

 
 

 About me 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Self-
representations 

Bekant Jag har ingen aning.. Positiv -Acquaintance 
-I have no idea.. 
-Positive 

 Just 
happened 

Älskare boi för hon ville se 
den 

positiv -Lover 
-Boi because she wanted to 
see it 
-positive 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Show me 
more about 

you 
 

Älskare Hon ville ha en Jag ville att hon skulle 
gilla den vilket hon 
gjorde 

-Lover 
-She wanted one 
-I wish she would like it as 
she did 

Älskare på förfrågan jag sökte posetiv 
respons och en 
liknande bild tillbaka, 
fick båda. 

- Lover 
-on request 
-I sought positive response 
and a similar image back, 
both received. 

Älskare 

 
Personen jag 
skickade bilden till 
bad om det. Vi 
sextade på appen 
Snapchat och 
skickade explicita 
bilder till varandra 

En positiv reaktion, i 
kontexten något hon 
tycker är upphetsande. 
Det var positiv 
respons. 

-Lover 
-The person I sent the 
picture to ask for it. We 
were sexting on the app 
Snapchat and sent 
explicit images to each 
other 
-A positive reaction, in the 
context something she 
thinks is excitement. That 
was a positive response. 

Ett KK Fick förfrågan Kommentar, fick 
kommentar tillbaka. 

-Fuck buddy 
-Got a request 
-Comment, got comment 
back 

Kompis På skoj Eftersom vi pratade om 
en penis så skrattade 
kompisen. 

-Friend 
-For fun 
-Because we talked about a 
penis, so the friend 
laughed. 

 
 
 
 

Joke 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Kompis Klart polaren fick 
svar då han började 

Skratt och inside-joke -Friend 
-Of course the friend 
got an answer when he 
started 
-Laughter and inside joke 

Bekant, Älskare, 
Okänd 

Kul, ville väl ligga 
eller nåt. 

KNULLA, same -Known, Lover, Unknown 
-Fun, wanted sex or 
something. 
-FUCK, same 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Älskare Jag visste att det 
skulle välkomnas 

Hon skrev att hon blev 
väldigt glad och det var 
den responsen jag ville 
ha 

-Lover 
-I knew it would be 
welcomed 
-She wrote that she became 
very happy and that was the 
response I wanted 
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Älskare Personen jag 
skickade bilden till 
bad om det. Vi 
sextade på appen 
Snapchat och 
skickade explicita 
bilder till varandra 

En positiv reaktion, i 
kontexten något hon 
tycker är upphetsande. 
Det var positiv 
respons. 

-Lover 
-The person I sent the 
picture to ask for it. We 
sexed the Snapchat app 
and sent explicit images 
to each other 
A positive reaction, in the 
context something she 
thinks is excitement. That 
was a positive response. 
 

 
 
 

Arouse 
 

 
 

 Language   
online 

  

partner ville ha en nakenbild 
tillbaka 

en nakenbild, en 
nakenbild 

-partner 
-wanted a nude picture 
back 
-a nude image, a nude 
image 

 
 
 
 

Sex with 
partner 

  

Language  with 
partner 

  

Älskare För att upphetsa min 
partner 

Glädje, upphetsning. 
Jag fick den eftersökta 
responsen. 

-Lover 
-To excite my partner 
-Joy, excitement. I received 
the requested response. 

Älskare Oftast mest på skoj, 
nån enstaka gång när 
vi varit ifrån varandra 
länge så skickade vi 
bilder till varandra i 
uppeggande syfte. 

Oftast bara skratt, och 
också det jag var ute 
efter. Det var ett 
långvarigt förhållande, 
så vi såg ju varandra 
nakna dagligen ändå. 

-Lover 
-Most of the time for 
fun, sometimes when 
we been apart, we have 
sent pictures for arouse 
purpose. 
-Mostly just laughter, and 
also what I was looking for. 
It was a long-term 
relationship, so we saw 
each other naked daily 
anyway. 

 
 
 

Joke/Sex 
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Tidstämpel Hur 

gammal 

är du? 

 Kön Har du 

någonsin 

fått en bi 

Hur reagerade 

du när du  

fVem skickade? 

(ej namn) 

Vet du 

varför du 

fått en bil 

Har du 

någonsin 

skickat e 

Vem skickade 

du till? (ej n 

Varför skickade 

du en dick-pic? 

Vilken 

respons vill 

du ha o 

På vilken 

sociala 

medier h 

Tycker du att skicka en bild på ett 

kvinnligt könsorgan är en dick-pic? 

    

2018-04-

04 

19.20.05 

19-30  Man Nej  
 

 Nej   
 

Ej skickat 

eller fått 

näe, det blir ju en clit-pick       

2018-04-

04 19.23.14 

19-30  Man Ja Med humor, 

eftersom jag  

Kompis För en 

humoristisk 

effekt 

Nej    Ej skickat 

eller fått 

Jo, kan ge samma effekt. Det viktiga är 

samtycke och trygghet oavsett kön.  

   

2018-04-

04 19.29.11 

19-30  Man Nej    Nej    Ej skickat 

eller fått 

Nej, borde heta något motsvarande för 

det kvinnliga. 

    

2018-04-

04 

19.30.02 

19-30  Kvinna Vet ej 
 

  Nej    Ej skickat 

eller fått 

Inte ordagrant men det kan nog tas 

emot likadant av mottagaren. 

    

2018-04-

04 19.31.07 

19-30  Man Ja Skrattade Kompis På skämt Nej    Snapchat Ja       

2018-04-

04 19.31.29 

19-30  Man Nej    Nej    Icket tagit 

eller skickat 

bild 

Nej, det är en 

pussie-pic.  

Annat ord, samma 

mening, annat kön 

    

2018-04-

04 19.35.02 

19-30  Kvinna Nej    Nej    Ej skickat 

eller fått 

Ja, fast skulle 

kalla det fö 

r en annan 

sak dock 

     

2018-04-

04 19.38.10 

19-30  Kvinna Nej    Nej    Ej skickat 

eller fått 

Nej       

2018-04-

04 19.42.01 

19-30  Kvinna Nej  
 

 Nej    Ej skickat 

eller fått 

Det kallas ju 

Dick-pic pga 

 av att det är en bild på det manliga 

könsorganet. Och att det är väl mer riktat 

mot män som skickar dom 

  

2018-04-

04 19.45.17 

19-30  Kvinna Nej    Nej    Ej skickat 

eller fått 

Ja, alternativt 

vagpic. Me 

n med samma 

konsekvens/betydelse 

    

2018-04-

04 19.49.19 

19-30 
 

Man Nej    Ja partner ville ha en 

nakenbild 

tillbaka  

en 

nakenbild, 

en nakenbil 

Snapchat det är en 

clitoris pictoris.  

Det är samma nivå be de 

bägge  

    

2018-04-

04 19.49.44 

19-30  Man Nej    Nej    Ej skickat 

eller fått 

nej       

2018-04-

04 

20.05.23 

19-30  Man Ja skrattade Kompis som ett 

skämt 

Ja Älskare boi för hon 

ville se den 

positiv Snapchat well bortsett 

från namnet  

så är 

principen 

samma 

     

2018-04-

04 20.13.57 

 −18 Man Nej    Nej    Snapchat, 

Facebook, 

Inst 

ja       

2018-04-

04 

20.14.26 

19-30  Kvinna Nej    Nej    Ej skickat 

eller fått 

Nej       

2018-04-

04 

20.39.36 

19-30  Kvinna Nej    Nej    Ej skickat 

eller fått 

Ja       
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2018-04-

04 

20.40.34 

19-30  Kvinna Nej    Nej    Ej skickat 

eller fått 

Ja, om det är 

oönskat(ej  

ombedd). Annars är det 

sexting. 

    

2018-04-

04 

20.41.02 

19-30  Man Nej    Nej    Ej skickat 

eller fått 

Jag tycker det 

är likställt  

men termen passar inte. Dvs jag 

kopplar inte termen dickpick  

   

2018-04-

04 

20.41.05 

19-30  Kvinna Ja  Bekant, Okänd Ragga 

gissar jag 

Nej    Snapchat, 

Facebook, 

Tin 

dPussy-pick       

2018-04-

04 

20.41.05 

19-30  Man Nej    Nej    Ej skickat 

eller fått 

Skulle inte 

kalla det så or 

dagrant per definition, 

men samma grej i 

grunden 

    

2018-04-

04 20.41.55 

41-  Man Nej    Nej    Ej skickat 

eller fått 

Ja       

2018-04-

04 

20.42.05 

19-30  Man Nej    Nej    Ej skickat 

eller fått 

Nej       

2018-04-

04 

20.42.41 

19-30  Kvinna Ja Blev irriterad Okänd Vissa 

personer 

med penis 

Nej    Snapchat, 

Facebook, 

Tin 

dDet borde ha 

ett annat na 

mn, men principen är ju densamma. Dock 

har jag inte hört talas om att det inträffar. 

  

2018-04-

04 

20.43.23 

41-  Man Ja Livräd Kompis, Okänd Nej Ja Okänd Tufft  Arg Facebook Ja       

2018-04-

04 

20.44.20 

31-40  Man Nej    Ja Älskare Oftast mest på 

skoj, nån 

enstaka gå 

nOftast bara 

skratt, och 

oc 

kEj skickat 

över sociala 

me 

Nej, det borde 

väl ha ett  

eget namn, 

eller?  

     

2018-04-

04 

20.44.35 

19-30  Man Nej    Nej    Ej skickat 

eller fått 

Ja och nej 

beroende på s 

ituation       

2018-04-

04 

20.46.26 

19-30  Kvinna Nej    Nej    Ej skickat 

eller fått 

Ja, 

motsvarigheten 

till det 

 iaf.      

2018-04-

04 

20.49.48 

19-30  Kvinna Ja Jag blev 

äcklad. 

Bekant, Okänd Nej. Jag 

hade varken 

bett 

Nej    Darkside Tekniskt sett är 

det väl e 

n fitt-pic. Men ja, det är 

samma grej. 

    

2018-04-

04 

20.50.01 

31-40  Man Nej    Ja Kompis Medicinskt 

utlåtande.  

Synpunkt på 

om penis läk 

Facebook Nej       

2018-04-

04 20.50.17 

19-30  Man Nej    Nej    Ej skickat 

eller fått 

Ja och nej. Det 

är inte en 

 dick. Men det kan fortfarande bli ofrivilligt 

utsättande av intim kroppsdel för 

mottagaren. 

  

2018-04-

04 

20.51.06 

19-30  Kvinna Ja Förvånad, lite 

äcklad 

Okänd Ja Ja Kompis På skoj Eftersom vi 

pratade om 

e 

nMsn 

messenger 

Nej, då är det 

en pussy-p 

ic :)      

2018-04-

04 20.51.10 

19-30  Kvinna Nej    Nej    Ej skickat 

eller fått 

Nej då det inte 

är en bild  

på en penis men att det 

är en lika stor kränkning 
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2018-04-

04 20.51.18 

19-30  Kvinna Ja Jag blev 

obehagad och 

lit 

Älskare Jag tror att 

han ville 

visa u 

Nej    Skype Nej, men jag är 

partisk. 1 

. jag tycker inte att det kvinnliga könsorganet rent visuellt är 

lika hotfullt som den manliga. 2. dick-pic som koncept känns 

som att det mer är ute efter att förned 

2018-04-

04 20.51.31 

19-30  Kvinna Nej    Nej    Ej skickat 

eller fått 

Nej, inte per 

definition, m 

en bör hanteras på 

samma sätt 

    

2018-04-

04 

20.54.40 

19-30  Kvinna Nej    Nej    Ej skickat 

eller fått 

 Nej, men ändå 

ganska k 

onstigt      

2018-04-

04 

20.56.44 

19-30  Man Ja Jag blev först 

chockad se 

nOkänd Ingen 

aning. 

Troligtvis so 

mJa Älskare Personen jag 

skickade bilden 

till bad 

En positiv 

reaktion, i 

kont 

eSnapchat, 

Instagram 

Ja om det finns 

ett annat  

namn för det      

2018-04-

04 20.57.57 

19-30  Kvinna Ja Irriterad. 

Matt.  

Bekant, Älskare, 

Okänd 

Ja, ville väl 

ligga eller 

nå 

Ja Bekant, 

Älskare, 

Okänd 

Kul, ville väl 

ligga eller nåt.  

KNULLA, 

same 

Snapchat, 

Facebook, 

Msn 

Jajemen       

2018-04-

04 21.00.16 

41-  Annat Vet ej    Vet ej    Grindr Nej, det är en 

pussy-pic 

      

2018-04-

04 21.03.32 

19-30  Man Nej    Ja Älskare Hon ville ha en Jag ville att 

hon skulle 

gill 

aFacebook Nej xD       

2018-04-

04 

21.04.50 

19-30  Vill ej 

svara 

Ja Tog en 

skärmdump 

Kompis Någon 

behövde en 

"seco 

nJa Arbetskamrat Visa vem som 

bestämmer 

Tycker mig 

fått mer 

respe 

Alla forum 

där 

arbetskamr 

Nja       

2018-04-

04 21.05.16 

19-30  Kvinna Nej    Nej    Ej skickat 

eller fått 

nej       

2018-04-

04 21.05.57 

19-30  Kvinna Ja Arg Tindermatchning Nej Nej    Snapchat Nej, men en 

snip-pic 

      

2018-04-

04 21.13.07 

19-30  Man Nej    Ja Älskare på förfrågan jag sökte 

posetiv 

respons 

 Facebook jämförbart ja, 

men inte ku 

lturellt lika påtagligt som sexuellt 

trakaserande fenomen, så Nej 

   

2018-04-

04 21.18.30 

19-30  Man Ja Skrattade  Kompis Skämt Nej    Snapchat Ja, samma sak        

2018-04-

04 21.19.20 

41-  Kvinna Nej    Nej    Ej skickat 

eller fått 

Ja       

2018-04-

04 21.19.50 

41-  Kvinna Nej    Nej    Snapchat, 

Facebook, 

Inst 

Nej   
 

   

2018-04-

04 21.21.01 

41-  Kvinna Nej    Nej    Ej skickat 

eller fått 

Ja       

2018-04-

04 21.21.33 

41-  Kvinna Ja - "Va faan?!" Bekant Män är 

märkliga? 

Nej    MMS Njaäe.... jo.       

2018-04-

04 

21.22.08 

41- 
 

Kvinna Nej    Nej  
 

 Ej skickat 

eller fått 

Ja       

2018-04-

04 21.23.22 

19-30  Man Nej    Nej    Ej skickat 

eller fått 

Inte samma. 

Finns skillna 

d i 

maktstruktur. 

     

2018-04-

04 21.26.15 

19-30  Kvinna Ja What the 

fuck?!?!  

Bekant Vi hade en 

udda 

relation  

Ja Bekant Jag har ingen 

aning.. 

Positiv  Snapchat Ja       
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2018-04-

04 21.32.42 

41-  Kvinna Nej    Nej    Ej skickat 

eller fått 

Nix. Isåfall en 

Snipp-pic 

      

2018-04-

04 21.34.32 

19-30  Man Nej    Nej    Ej skickat 

eller fått 

Nej       

2018-04-

04 21.35.36 

41-  Kvinna Nej    Nej    Ej skickat 

eller fått 

Nej       

2018-04-

04 

21.40.33 

19-30  Kvinna Nej    Nej    Ej skickat 

eller fått 

Nej, det borde 

ha ett ann 

at namn, men det är ett lika allvarligt brott 

oavsett om det är manligt eller kvinnligt 

könsorgan 

  

2018-04-

04 21.41.08 

41-  Kvinna Ja Ha ha ha  Bekant Nix Nej    Snapchat, 

Facebook 

Ja       

2018-04-

04 21.45.20 

19-30  Man Nej    Ja Ett KK Fick förfrågan Kommentar, 

fick 

kommen 

KIK Nej.       

2018-04-

04 21.59.58 

19-30  Kvinna Ja Äckligt  Älskare, Okänd Nej på 

okänd och 

"istället 

 Nej    Snapchat, 

Mms 

Nej ,det är en 

snip-bild oc 

h det har jag 

skickat  

     

2018-04-

04 

22.00.31 

41-  Kvinna Nej    Nej    Skickar 

inga sådana 

bilde 

Skulle aldrig 

skicka såda 

na bilder      

2018-04-

04 

22.00.51 

41-  Kvinna Nej    Nej    Ej skickat 

eller fått 

Ja, i princip är 

det det så  

klart. Dock tror jag ur ett könsmaktsperspektiv, att 

inte det ger samma effekt eller signaler. En komplex 

fråga! 

 

2018-04-

04 

22.05.29 

19-30  Kvinna Nej    Nej    Ej skickat 

eller fått 

Ja        

2018-04-

04 

22.08.23 

19-30  Man Nej    Nej    Ej skickat 

eller fått 

Ja.       

2018-04-

04 22.13.23 

19-30  Kvinna Nej    Nej    Ej skickat 

eller fått 

Inte i den 

bokstavliga bet 

ydelsen men i den 

andliga betydelsen 

    

2018-04-

04 22.14.39 

19-30  Kvinna Nej    Nej    Ej skickat 

eller fått 

Ja, men kanske 

med ett  

annat ord med likvärdig betydelse. Dick passar 

kanske inte så bra som representation för ett 

kvinnligt könsorgan. 

 

2018-04-

04 22.16.50 

19-30  Kvinna Ja Äcklad Okänd Nej, kanske 

impa men 

kä 

nNej    Snapchat, 

Tinder 

Nej        

2018-04-

04 22.19.55 

41-  Kvinna Nej    Nej    Ej skickat 

eller fått 

Ja       

2018-04-

04 22.22.31 

19-30  Kvinna Nej    Nej    Ej skickat 

eller fått 

Ja       

2018-04-

04 

22.30.22 

19-30  Kvinna Nej    Nej    Ej skickat 

eller fått 

Ja       

2018-04-

04 22.32.12 

31-40  Man Nej    Nej    Ej skickat 

eller fått 

Ja       
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2018-04-

04 

22.39.02 

19-30  Kvinna Nej    Nej    Ej skickat 

eller fått 

Ja det skulle 

man kunn s 

äga. Bästa benämningen 

vore köns-pick. 

    

2018-04-

04 

23.06.28 

19-30  Man Nej    Nej    Ej skickat 

eller fått 

Skulle klassa 

båda som s 

exuellt ofredande, så jag 

antar att svaret är ja 

    

2018-04-

04 

23.06.56 

19-30  Kvinna Ja Obekväm Okänd För att män 

är djur 

Nej    Snapchat, 

Random 

appar 

Borde 

egentligen 

kunna v 

ara, kan tänka mig att män kan tycka det är 

obehagligt med random könsorgan också 

  

2018-04-

04 

23.07.36 

19-30  Kvinna Nej    Nej    Ej skickat 

eller fått 

Ja, fast borde 

nog ha ett  

mer passande 

namn. 

     

2018-04-

04 23.16.32 

19-30  Kvinna Ja Blir bestört 

och känner ob 

Älskare, Okänd Nej, men 

förmodligen 

förs 

Nej    Badoo, 

Whatsapp 

Nej. Dick-pic 

är ju en förk 

ortning för dick picture. Men själva handlingen är ju 

densamma så det finns säkert ett uttryck för den kvinnliga 

motsvarigheten till dick-pic. 

2018-04-

04 

23.29.02 

19-30  Man Ja Skrattade och 

screenade 

Kompis På skoj Ja Kompis Klart polaren 

fick svar då 

han börjad 

eSkratt och 

inside-joke 

Snapchat Nej       

2018-04-

04 

23.36.07 

19-30  Kvinna Ja Äcklad Okänd Oklart Nej    Snapchat, 

Msn 

Nej, för att i de 

sammanh 

ang jag fått Dick-pics är det oönskade och syftet 

backen att jag fått dem är något helt annat än om jag 

skulle fått en bild på en fitta. 

 

2018-04-

04 

23.36.35 

19-30  Man Nej    Nej    Ej skickat 

eller fått 

Det är väl 

jämförbart, me 

n existerar inte som 

fenomen (såvitt jag vet) 

    

2018-04-

04 

23.56.39 

19-30  Man Nej    Nej    Ej skickat 

eller fått 

Njae, kanske 

en clit-pick 

      

2018-04-

05 

00.06.35 

41-  Kvinna Nej    Nej    Ej skickat 

eller fått 

Ja       

2018-04-

05 

00.26.33 

19-30  Man Nej    Nej    Ej skickat 

eller fått 

Absolut! Men 

jag skulle in 

te kalla det Dick-pic, 

utan kanske mer Clit-

pic(?) 

    

2018-04-

05 

00.36.56 

19-30  Man Nej    Nej    Ej skickat 

eller fått 

Ja       

2018-04-

05 

03.24.59 

31-40  Man Nej    Nej    Ej skickat 

eller fått 

Jag skulle inte 

använda d 

en termen (av förklarliga skäl) men jag 

antar att jag skulle betrakta det som en 

likvärdig handling. 

  

2018-04-

05 05.23.15 

41-  Kvinna Ja Motbjudande/ 

äcklad 

Älskare Ja, han gick 

igång på det 

Nej    Whatsup ja       

2018-04-

05 

05.28.00 

41-  Man Nej    Nej    Ej skickat 

eller fått 

Ja        

2018-04-

05 

06.49.57 

19-30  Kvinna Nej    Nej    Ej skickat 

eller fått 

Nej       
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r  

2018-04-

05 

07.30.02 

19-30  Kvinna Ja Stängde ner, 

tog bort, och 

Älskare, Okänd I vissa fall, i 

andra inte  

Nej    Snapchat, 

Facebook, 

Tin 

dJa       

2018-04-

05 

08.14.34 

19-30  Man Nej    Nej    Ej skickat 

eller fått 

Ja       

2018-04-

05 

08.24.02 

19-30  Kvinna Ja Man blir 

äcklad och 

gansk 

Okänd Nej Nej    Snapchat, 

Facebook, 

Kik 

Nej, men kan 

ses som lik 

värdigt      

2018-04-

05 

08.48.51 

31-40  Kvinna Nej    Nej    Facebook, 

Instagram 

Ja       

2018-04-

05 08.51.15 

19-30  Man Nej    Nej    Ej skickat 

eller fått 

Det hade väl varit samma sak i 

slutändan, så ja varför inte  
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Tidstämpel Hur 

gammal 

är du? 

 Kön Har du 

någonsin 

fått en bi 

Hur 

reagerade 

du när du  

fVem 

skickade? 

(ej namn) 

Vet du varför du 

fått en bil 

Har du 

någonsin 

skickat e 

Vem 

skickade du 

till? (ej n 

Varför skickade 

du en dick-pic? 

Vilken 

respons vill 

du ha o 

På vilken 

sociala 

medier h 

Tycker du att skicka en bild på ett 

kvinnligt könsorgan är en dick-

pic? 

    

2018-04-

05 

09.00.43 

19-30  Man Nej    Nej    Ej skickat 

eller fått 

jao      
 

2018-04-

05 09.01.43 

19-30  Kvinna Ja Roligt 

(men det 

var med s 

Kompis, 

Älskare 

Jag frågade/flirt 

(dvs aldri 

gNej    Snapchat, 

Facebook 

Nej (men om det anses räknas så har jag gjort det massor med gånger till 

pojkvänner, dvs där jag inte upplevt det som oönskat) en penis är mer en 

maktsymbol och uppfattas lättare s 

2018-04-

05 09.17.59 

31-40  Man Nej    Nej    Ej skickat 

eller fått 

ja       

2018-04-

05 09.18.25 

19-30  Kvinna Ja Jaha, där 

kom en 

penis. H 

Bekant Ja Nej    MSN Ja. Men det är lite tråkigt att det kvinnor gör åter igen ska kategoriseras efter 

en manlig praktik. Ungefär som att kvinnor fram till nyligen inte hade ett eget 

ord för onani medan penisbär 

2018-04-

05 09.27.55 

31-40  Man Nej    Nej    Ej skickat 

eller fått 

Nej       

2018-04-

05 

09.32.54 

19-30  Man Nej    Nej    Ej skickat 

eller fått 

Innebörden är den samma oavsett 

kön men namnet är för specifikt 

    

2018-04-

05 10.02.19 

19-30  Man Nej    Ja Älskare Jag visste att 

det skulle 

välkomnas 

Hon skrev 

att hon blev 

vä 

lFacebook Ja. Även den kan vara 

önskad/oönskad 

     

2018-04-

05 10.17.34 

19-30  Kvinna Ja blev äcklad 

och tycker 

att 

 Okänd nej , endast fått det 

rando 

Nej    skype  nej       

2018-04-

05 10.30.18 

19-30  Kvinna Ja äcklad Okänd nej Nej    Snapchat ja       

2018-04-

05 10.40.34 

19-30  Kvinna Ja Förvånad  Bekant, 

Okänd 

Nej  Nej    Snapchat Nej, Dick pick är ju en bild på ett 

manligt kön, de säger ju sig själv i 

ordet.  

   

 

2018-04-

05 10.52.36 

19-30 
 

Man Nej    Nej   

 

Ej skickat 

eller fått 

Mja, egentligen borde dom ju klassas som samma sak. Namnet passar ju inte 

in, men om avsikten med bilden är densamma så borde det inte vara någon 

skillnad. Så ja, i avsikt/inneb 

2018-04-

05 11.37.37 

 −18 Kvinna Ja Blev äcklad  Kompis, 

Bekant, 

Okänd 

Nej Nej    Snapchat, 

Tinder 

Nej       

2018-04-

05 11.39.09 

19-30  Kvinna Ja Jag tyckte 

det var lite 

weir 

Bekant Han ville kanske 

visa upp 

 Nej    Snapchat, 

Facebook 

Ja, fast då borde det 

väl heta nåt annat.  
 

    

2018-04-

05 11.40.48 

41-  Man Nej    Nej    Ej skickat 

eller fått 

Ja       

2018-04-

05 12.51.32 

19-30  Kvinna Nej    Nej    Ej skickat 

eller fått 

Njä det måste ju heta ngt annat 

men är ändå motsvarande 

    

2018-04-

05 12.52.44 

19-30  Kvinna Ja Blev lite 

trött o 

irriterad 

för 

Okänd Ja... Nej    Snapchat Nä       

2018-04-

05 13.34.26 

41-  Kvinna Ja Tog bort 

den 

Okänd Nej Nej    Wordfeud Ja       
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o 

 

 

 

2018-04-

05 18.38.05 

19-30  Man Ja Skrattade  Kompis I 

underhållningssyfte  

Nej    Sms Ja        

2018-04-

05 18.55.30 

19-30  Man Nej    Ja Älskare För att 

upphetsa min 

partner 

Glädje, 

upphetsning. 

Jag  

MMS Nej       

2018-04-

05 19.00.18 

19-30  Man Nej    Nej    Snapchat, 

Facebook, 

Inst 

Jag tycker inte fitt-pics till män skulle skänka samma 

kränkning som dck-pics till kvinnor gör pga samhälliga 

maktstrukturer. 

  

2018-04-

05 19.32.14 

31-40  Man Nej    Nej    Ej skickat 

eller fått 

Nej. Kanske borde heta 

klit-pic eller fitt-pic?  

     

2018-04-

05 

20.34.04 

31-40  Man Nej    Nej    Facebook, 

Instagram 

Nej       

2018-04-

05 21.16.47 

31-40  Kvinna Ja . Okänd . Nej    Msn Ja       

2018-04-

05 21.17.39 

19-30  Man Nej    Nej    Ej skickat 

eller fått 

Ja       

2018-04-

05 22.57.06 

31-40  Kvinna Nej    Nej    Ej skickat 

eller fått 

Ja       

2018-04-

06 15.54.16 

19-30  Man Nej    Nej  
 

 Snapchat, 

Facebook, 

Inst 

Nja, beror 

på 

situation. 

      

2018-04-

06 

19.00.59 

41-  Kvinna Nej    Nej    Ej skickat 

eller fått 

Ja       

2018-04-

06 22.36.57 

19-30  Kvinna Ja Äcklad Kompis, 

Bekant, 

Okänd 

Troligen för 

bekräftelse 

Nej    Snapchat, 

Tinder 

Nej       

2018-04-

08 15.43.17 

19-30  Kvinna Nej    Nej    Ej skickat 

eller fått 

Nej, kvinnor har ju ingen dick. 

Men tycker det är lika osmakligt. 

    

2018-04-11 

10.49.12 

19-30  Man Nej    Nej    Ej skickat 

eller fått 

oklart, rent spontant nej. Första 

halvan av order är ju 'dick'. 

    


